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Glossary
Glossary
E Energy
F Free energy
G Gibbs free energy
H Hamiltonian
N Depending on context, either total particle
number or degree of polimerysation
R0 Square root of the mean-square end-to-end
distance
RG Radius of gyration
Re End-to-end distance
S Entropy
T Absolute temperature
Z Partition sum
Γ Chemical equilibrium reaction constant
Λ Thermal wavelength
Ξ Grand potential
α Linear charge fraction
L Langevin function
λB Bjerrum length
λD Debye screening length
µ Chemical Potential
ν Flory exponent, ≈ 3/5 for real polymers
Fi Total force acting on particle i
vi Velocity of particle i
xi Position vector of particle i
b Bond length of in a polymer
cp Monomer concentration of a polymer solution
cbs Reservoir salt concentration
cgs Salt concentration inside a gel
h Planck’s constant
kB Boltzmann Constant
m Mass
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Glossary
p Pressure
MC Monte Carlo simulation
MD Molecular Dynamic simulation
PE Abbreviation for a polyelectrolyte
RPM Restricted primitive model
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Zusammenfassung
Hydrogele sind Polymernetzwerke, die sehr stark in wässrigen Lösungen
quellen können und ein Vielfaches ihrer Masse an Lösungsmittel aufnehmen.
Eine wichtige Ursache für das große Quellvermögen ist die chemische Natur
des Polymers. Hydrogele bestehen häufig aus Polysalzen oder Polysäuren,
die in wässriger Lösung Gegenionen dissoziieren können, die wiederum
einen großen osmotischen Druck aufbauen, der dazu führt, dass die Poly-
mermatrix mehr und mehr Lösungsmittel aufnimmt bis die Polymerketten
des Gels soweit gestreckt sind, dass sie einer weiteren Ausdehnung entgegen
wirken. An diesem Punkt stellt sich dann das Quellgleichgewicht ein. Eine
weiter herausragende Eigenschaft von Hydrogelen ist die Fähigkeit, auf
diverse externe Stimuli, wie Salzkonzentration, pH, Temperatur sowie, in
bestimmten Fällen, auch elektrische und magnetische Felder mit zum Teil
erheblichen Änderungen des Quellvolumens zu reagieren [1–5]. Dadurch
eröffnen sich vielfältige Einsatzmöglichkeiten in diversen Feldern. Die große
Wasseraufnahmefähigkeit wird zum Beispiel in Hygieneprodukten, insbeson-
dere Windeln, genutzt [6, 7]. Aber auch im medizinischen Bereich findet
dieses Material viele Anwendungsmöglichkeiten. Es wird zum Beispiel ver-
sucht, Gele zu entwerfen, die medizinisch aktive Substanzen, in der Regel
“Gift”, nur an den Stellen freisetzen wo sie benötigt werden um damit die
Dosis so gering wie möglich zu halten [8], aber trotzdem einen maximalen
Effekt zu erzielen. In der Mikrofluidik können Hydrogele als Sensor und
Aktuator eingesetzt werden [9, 10], die auf bestimmte Stimuli reagieren.
Es wurde aber auch vorgeschlagen, Hydrogele zur Entsalzung von Wasser,
zur Trinkwassererzeugung, zu verwenden [6, 7]. Die grundsätzliche Idee
dahinter ist, dass ein Polyelektrolytgel beim Quellen in wässriger Lösung
Gegenionen abgibt, und selbst eine nicht unerhebliche Ladung trägt. Bringt
man ein derartiges Material in Kontakt mit einer Salzlösung, so nimmt das
Gel zwar auch Salzionen aus der Lösung auf, aber die Salzkonzentration,
die sich im Gel einstellt, ist in jedem Fall geringer als die Konzentration
der äusseren Lösung. Übt man dann Druck auf das Gelsystem aus, so
kann Wasser mit niedrigerer Salzkonzentration gewonnen werden [6, 7].
Qualitativ kann dieser Effekt mit dem Donnan Gleichgewicht verstanden
werden [11]. Ein Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, diesen Effekt mithilfe von Moleku-
lardynamik Simulationen besser zu verstehen, und ein einfaches Modell zu
entwickeln, um den Entsalzungsprozess beschreiben zu können.
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Zusammenfassung
Simuliert wurde eine “coarse-grained” Repräsentation von Poly-Acryl-
Säure großkanonisch gekoppelt an ein Reservoir, das eine einfache Salzlö-
sung enthält. Mithilfe dieser Technik konnte sowohl die Partitionierung der
Salzlösung als auch das Quellgleichgewicht bestimmt werden. Vergleicht
man die Ergebnisse der Salzpartionierung von der Simulation mit dem
Donnan Gleichgewicht, so fallen systematische Abweichungen auf, die von
der Menge der Ladungen auf dem Polymer abhängen. Im Rahmen der
Doktorarbeit wird dann eine Theorie, basierend auf der Arbeit von Katchal-
sky und Michaeli [12] entwickelt, die diesen Effekt besser beschreibt. Mit
dieser Theorie kann neben der Salzverteilung auch das Quellgleichgewicht
beschrieben werden. Das theoretische Modell wird in dieser Hinsicht mit
den Simulationsdaten verglichen, um den Gültigkeitsbereich abzuschätzen
und um mit dem Modell erste Rechnungen für die Energiekosten für die
Anwendung in der Entsalzung und Trinkwasseraufbereitung durchzuführen.
Desweiteren wird das Simulationsprotokoll erweitert, um auch Hydrogele,
die aus schwachen Polysäuren bestehen, simulieren zu können. Hierfür wird
die großkanonische Simulationstechnik um das “Reaction” Ensemble erweit-
ert, damit das chemische Gleichgewicht, dem die einzelnen Säuregruppen
auf dem Polymer unterliegen, ebenfalls simuliert werden kann.
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1 Introduction
One must imagine Sisyphus
happy.
(Albert Camus)
Hydrogels are built by crosslinking, preferably, hydrophilic polymers to-
gether to form a network structure. The central building blocks are there-
fore, most often, very polar polymers or polyelectrolytes. Usually the term
hydrogel refers to materials that are build from polyelectrolytes. These are
polymeric materials that can, upon solvation in aqueous solutions, release
counterions. Hence they are also called polysalts or polyacids. Hydrogels,
and polymers as well, belong to a class of materials usually referred to as
soft matter. This name comes from the fact that they can be deformed
with energies that are on the order of the thermal energy. Furthermore,
gels and hydrogels are soft in the sense of elastic moduli, whose are orders
of magnitude below those of “hard” materials, like steel, most metals and
ionic crystals. In the realm of soft matter, effects of different physical origin,
entropic, mechanic, electrical and others, are at a subtle balance, which
makes the formulation of accurate and scientifically sound models very
difficult, because many aspects have to be considered at once. This is, for
example, displayed in the observed behaviour of hydrogels, which react
very sensitively to changes in their environment. This is one of the main
reasons that this material class gained so much attention in sciences and
industry. Their sensitivity to external conditions makes them useful for
a very wide range of applications. The most prominent industrial use of
hydrogels can be found in hygiene products, like diapers, making use of
the tremendous water absorption ability, but also microfluidic devices, and
agricultural applications can make use of this property [1–5, 9, 10]. Since
also biodegradable, nontoxic, polymers can be used to synthesise hydrogels
it is possible to design gels for controlled drug release [8].
But apart from the countless applications many scientific questions
are still open and a full understanding and description of the swelling
mechanism is still lacking. However, the basic physical processes are quite
easy to grasp [13, 14]. Upon releasing a hydrogel in aqueous solution,
counterions dissociate and exert a large osmotic pressure, the gel swells and
takes up solvent. At some point the network strands become stretched and
11
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counteract further swelling, and the equilibrium swelling state is reached.
It is possible to qualitatively describe the swelling behaviour of gels like
this [15, 16], i.e. using only the ideal osmotic pressure, and an applicable
model for the network elasticity [17]. For a deeper understanding, however,
more detailed models are necessary. In order to shine some light on the
difficulties that arise during the model building process, the different layers
of complexity are explained briefly. As starting point we’ll use the most
basic level of (theoretical) polymer physics. That is a single isolated ideal
polymer, that consists of connected non interacting monomers. In that
case the polymer can be described by a simple random walk, with discrete
steps [18]. Random walks like this are fully understood and equivalent to
solving the diffusion equation, which is a common textbook exercise for
undergraduates. That already captures some effects observed on polymers
in the real world, and thus is a suitable foundation to build up theories.
Now, real units inside a polymer cannot overlap, which leads to self avoiding
random walks. But this detail already makes the system so complicated,
that a full analytical solution can not be obtained [18]. In a next step
polymers may carry charged groups, this renders the random walk approach
inapplicable, because now electrostatic interactions and the corresponding
counterions have to be treated as well. It might be possible to express this
formally, but analytical solutions, as far as I know, can not be obtained. To
be more precise, the ideal chain could be reduced to a one body problem
via the diffusion analogy. But at least after introducing the charges and
the excluded volume, the problem remains a many-body problem, and
thus underlies the same limitations as any other many-body problem. If
the number of bodies exceeds two, analytical solutions are not possible
anymore, only under very strict constraints (e.g. ideal gas) there might be
an analytical solution. This, of course, heavily depends on the choice of
the interaction potential.
This thesis investigates gels. So, on top the aforementioned layers of
complexity, another one is added. The polymers/polyelectrolytes may also
be crosslinked/interconnected. It should be obvious by now, that a rigorous
theoretical treatment from first principles is, at least until now (2017),
impossible. This short excursion on the complexity of treating polymeric
materials theoretically, should make it clear that approximations are a
necessary tool to develop feasible models, that means easily interpretable
and, if possible, easily to compute. At least for uncharged polymeric gels,
simple theories have proven very successful [15, 19]. Following this spirit, a
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new model, applicable to polyelectrolyte gels, is sought. A necessary tool
to work toward this goal are computer simulations, since only there full
control over all model parameters are achievable. In experimental studies
some parameters simply can not be controlled with sufficient accuracy [7,
20–22]. Especially the network structure underlies large fluctuations in
common synthesis protocols. That makes it very difficult to compare any
theory directly to experimental data. Hence simulations provide a much
better reference system when developing models.
There are several different model classes, some classical ones are based
on thermodynamic arguments [15, 23], others are of semi-empirical origin
concerned more with the electrostatic part of the problem [12, 24, 25] by em-
ploying variations of the Poisson-Boltzmann approach [26]. A cornerstone
for developing models is the so called Flory-Rehner hypothesis [27], which
states that contributions to the free energy of a system can be separated in
simply additive parts, i.e. effects due to entropy, electrostatic interactions,
conformational entropy and elasticity of polymers. There are indications
that the Flory-Rehner hypothesis is violated [28–30]. Nevertheless, models
derived using this hypothesis can be quite successful [31].
In terms of simulations, there are roughly two different realms. One is
concerned with simulations at full atomistic resolution. Those simulations
are heavily restricted in terms of system size and times that can be
simulated, but deliver effects that are atom specific. Simulations like this
can shed light on solvent and polymer specific interactions [32–36], for
example, the emergence of the lower critical solution temperature (LCST)
found in poly(N-isopropylacrylamide (Pnipaam) based gels. The other
realm considers coarse-grained representations to closer investigate effects
that chain like macromolecules have in common independent of their
chemical nature. In this framework also the solvent is coarse-grained away,
since the number of solvent molecules usually outweighs the number of
polymeric material, which is the actual component under investigation.
In the following a short selection of simulations in the coarse-grained
approximation are reviewed.
This is not the first work concerned with the swelling behaviour of gels,
especially polyelectrolyte gels. However, since the computing power and the
necessary efficient algorithms to deal with electrostatics are quite recent
[37], the first simulations in this field were on uncharged polymers and
gels made thereof [38–41]. The work by Kremer et al . [38] investigates
the dynamic behaviour of polymers in dense melts, varying the chain
13
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lengths over a broad range and find a cross-over in the dynamics. They
find, that short chains can be described quite well by Rouse-like dynamics,
whereas longer chains, when entanglements between the polymers become
important, show reptation dynamics, which can be more adequately be
described by the Edwards tube model [42].
Even for the uncharged coarse-grained polymer systems solvent effects
can be studied. Aydt et al [39] simulated a polymer network with the
Gibbs ensemble technique, similar to the grand canonical ensemble, where
they investigated the swelling behaviour of the network for short chain-like
solvent molecules. Similar in spirit is the work by Lu et al [40], where they
measured chemical potentials inside the gel and compared those to the pure
solvent, to gain insight into the phase behaviour of network and solvent.
They also found a suitable extension to the Flory-Huggins treatment of
gel swelling that describes their results.
Later, charged systems were simulated as well. In the beginning poly-
electrolyte gels in pure solvents were investigated [43–45], confirming the
experimental evidence of the huge swelling capacity found in polyelectrolyte
gels as compared to neutral ones. Further studies on polyelectrolyte gels
without added salt were conducted on varying strength of the electrostatic
interactions and varying valency of the counterions [46, 47]. Other works
focused on the predicted counterion condensation by Manning et al . [48,
49], which was predicted for single polyelectrolytes, but was also found in-
side of polyelectrolyte gels [50–52]. Since in many experiments the gels are
immersed in solutions containing salt [53, 54], this case was also subject of
simulation studies [31, 55]. All of the works mentioned previously assumed
the polyelectrolytes to be “strong”, which means charges on the backbone
are fixed. In reality, those charges can be subject to a chemical equilibrium
[56]. In the context of coarse-grained simulations, it is quite easy to include
reactions based on the reaction ensemble method introduced by Smith and
Triska [57].
A part of this work is motivated by quite recent experiments conducted
at the Karslsruhe Institute of Technology by Johannes Höpfner et al . [6,
58], where hydrogels based on poly acrylic acid were used to desalinate
water. This novel approach extends the set of available techniques for water
treatment, especially desalination, which at the present time is dominated
by reverse osmosis [59]. Desalination is a large scale industrial necessity in
many parts of the world, where fresh water is scarce. The demand for fresh
water is permanently increasing and so is the amount of processed water.
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There are already many different techniques to achieve that purpose [59–
61], but some require quite large amounts of energy, like most evaporation
based techniques, others suffer from a very high cost for specific devices, like
the high-tech membranes employed in reverse osmosis plants. Therefore,
extending the set of available desalination techniques, is a formidable
and important task, especially in regard to the environment. Finding new
approaches that can help saving energy will prove beneficial in the long
run.
In order to identify the crucial microscopic gel parameters to optimise the
desalination properties, computer simulations were performed to foster a
better understanding of the experimental data, and also to find appropriate
simple models to describe the process. My work on this topic led to several
publications successively improving the theoretical understanding.
• “Seawater Desalination via Hydrogels”, Progress in Colloid and Poly-
mer Science [7]: Testing the applicability of the simulation to the
experiment. Simple theory based on the Donnan membrane equilib-
rium [11].
• “Modeling of Polyelectrolyte Gels in Equilibrium with Salt Solutions”,
Macromolecules [31]: Substantial extension of the simulation data.
Confirmation that the simple Donnan theory systematically deviates.
Introduction of a new model based on the polyelectrolyte theory by
Katchalsky [12].
Further published work:
• “Molecular Simulations of Hydrogels”, Progress in Colloid and Poly-
mer Science [62]: Review on simulations of hydrogels.
• “On the efficiency of a hydrogel-based desalination cycle”, Desali-
nation [63]: Desalination cycle based on the improved Katchalsky
model introduced in [31].
This thesis is structured as follows. The next chapter 2 introduces the
necessary theoretical background in terms of statistical thermodynamics
and also polymer physics. In chapter 3 the basic working principles of com-
puter simulations are explained as well as important computer algorithms.
This is followed by results obtained via computer simulations on hydrogels
under various conditions in chapter 4 and 5.
In the appendix all plots and figures that were not shown in the main
text are presented there for the complete explored parameter space.
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2 Theoretical Background
Everything is made of
atoms.
(Richard Feynman)
This section is intended to collect the main theoretical ingredients in order
to understand and work with Molecular Simulation concepts. As this work
is concerned only with equilibrium statistical mechanics the discussion will
be restricted to equilibrium statistical mechanics only.
The derivations presented during this chapter are not going to be fully
rigorous in a mathematical sense, we do not attempt to derive everything
by starting with the quantum mechanical description, because, as is well
known and shown extensively, the quantum mechanical description leads to
the classical formulation at elevated temperatures, that are the situations to
be investigated in this thesis [64–68]. Furthermore the connection between
classical thermodynamics and statistical mechanics will be highlighted.
2.1 Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics
The main object of statistical mechanics is to describe systems that consist
of very many degrees of freedom, i.e. many particles or atoms. To uniquely
identify the current state of the system, the positions and the momenta, or
equivalently, their velocities need to be known. For a system of N particles
that leads to 2N d-dimensional vectors. The space that is spanned by these
variables is called the Gibbs phase space or Γ-space. A point in that space
completely characterises the state the system is in. The change the system
undergoes in time is expressed as the trajectory the point undergoes in
phase space. Its motion is determined by equations of motion. If one uses
canonical positions qi (i ∈ 1 . . . dN) and their conjugated momenta pi then
the Hamiltonian description of mechanics can be used:
p˙i =
∂H(p, q)
∂qi
, (2.1)
q˙i = −∂H(p, q)
∂pi
. (2.2)
17
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In this context we abbreviate the set of all vectors qi and pi as (p, q) and
assume the Hamiltonian only depends on the positions and conjugated
momenta, but not explicitly on time:
∂H
∂t
= 0 . (2.3)
Theoretically it is possible to solve all the equations of motion for all
particles when an initial state (p0, q0) is given. In practical terms, however,
this in not possible, or feasible, when macroscopic particle numbers are of
interest (N ≈ 1023). So the focus does not lie on the prescription of one
particular realisation of one trajectory, but rather on the average behaviour
of equivalent realisations. Here equivalent realisation means that they all
lead to the same macroscopic observables, i.e. they are indistinguishable
from a macroscopic point of view.
This idea quite naturally leads to a probabilistic description and the
definition of the Gibbsian ensemble, where the many realisations that may
occur are all captured. For this reason the distribution function f(p, q) is
introduced,
f(p, q)dpdq , (2.4)
which describes the probability of finding the system in state (p . . . p +
dp, q . . . q + dq). It can be shown that this distribution function does not
explicitly depend on time [64]. This function has to obey the normalisation
condition: ∫
dp dqf(p, q) = 1 . (2.5)
Investigating the time derivative of the distribution function leads to
Liouvilles equation:
df(q, p)
dt
=
∂f(p, q)
∂p
p˙+
∂f(p, q)
∂q
q˙ , (2.6)
which leads after replacing the phase space coordinates with the equation
of motion (2.2) to
df(q, p)
dt
=
∂f(p, q)
∂p
∂H(p, q)
∂q
− ∂f(p, q)
∂q
∂H(p, q)
∂p
. (2.7)
df(q, p)
dt
= {f(p, q), H(p, q)} , (2.8)
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where the Poisson bracket is introduced. It is noteworthy that the knowledge
of the distribution function enables one to calculate any observable that
depends on the phase space variables (p, q). The ensemble average of an
observable a(p, q; t) is defined as follows:
〈A〉 =
∫
dpdqf(p, q)a(p, q; t) . (2.9)
The time dependence of the dynamical observable a(p, q; t) is only implicit
through the time dependence of p and q. The ensemble average is connected
to the time average by the ergodic hypothesis, which states that after a
sufficiently long amount of time the system will have explored all of the
accessible phase space. Hence the time average converges to the ensemble
average. Formally, that can be expressed by
A¯ := lim
τ→∞
1
τ
∫ τ
0
dt a(p, q; t) =
∫
dpdqf(p, q)a(p, q; t) . (2.10)
2.1.1 Statistical Ensembles
Using the definitions of the last section 2.1 different ensembles can be
introduced. The first one being the microcanonical ensemble, which is meant
to describe a completely isolated system, characterised by the variables
N,V,E, particle number, volume and (total) energy respectively. Complete
isolation in this context means that there is no exchange of energy and
matter with the surrounding world. Thus the total energy of this isolated
system is constant at all times:
H(p, q) = E ≡ const. (2.11)
As a consequence only those configurations (p, q) of the phase space that
obey the condition 2.11 can be realised. The equation 2.11 also defines a
hypersurface in the phase space. The area of that hypersurface, as will be
shown later, gives a measure of the entropy and thus allows to connect
statistical mechanics with classical thermodynamics. Formally that surface
can be defined as follows:
σ =
∫
H(p,q)=E
dpdq . (2.12)
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Equivalently the phase space volume ω can be calculated by
ω =
∫
H(p,q)<E
dpdq (2.13)
In order to connect the area of the accessible phase space to the entropy,
a short excursion in the realm of quantum mechanics is necessary. The
uncertainty principle by Heisenberg states:
∆q∆p ≥ h , (2.14)
where h is Planck’s constant, that two conjugated observables can only
be measured with a limited precision. In the given formulation the uncer-
tainty principle connects the accuracy of measuring the absolute position
and momentum of a particle. Applying this principle to the phase space
introduces a cell like structure that splits the continuous phase space into
discrete cells of size hdN . This enables the absolute counting of microstates.
The current definition still does not yield the correct physical behaviour,
since the indistinguishability of quantum particles wasn’t taken into ac-
count yet. This leads straight forward to the Gibbs paradox [65, 69]. The
requirement that needs to be met is, that the number of microstates should
be calculated regarding that permutation of particle identities does not
give rise to different microstates. Hence:
σ0 = h
NdN ! (2.15)
Ω =
σ
σ0
(2.16)
With this definition of σ0 it is possible to finally connect the entropy S
to the accessible hypersurface area in phase space Ω, i.e. the number of
microstates:
S = kB ln Ω . (2.17)
The fundamental idea of the microcanonical ensemble is, that all acces-
sible microstates have the same probability, i.e. f(p, q) ≡ constant.
The microcanonical ensemble is useful for general considerations but not
so well suited when it comes to actual calculations. A more versatile tool
can be derived by lifting the constraint of complete isolation and allowing
for energy-, i.e. heat- exchange with the environment. The ensemble that
fulfils this requirement is the canonical ensemble and is characterised by the
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variables N,V, T , particle number, volume and temperature respectively.
The distribution function then becomes:
f(p, q) = Z−1(N,V, T ) exp
(
−H(p, q)
kBT
)
, (2.18)
where Z(N,V, T ) is the so-called partition sum defined by
Z(N,V, T ) =
1
N !hdN
∫
exp
(
−H(p, q)
kBT
)
dpdq . (2.19)
Formally the calculation of the partition sum Z is much easier now than
calculating its equivalent statistical weight Ω in the microcanonical en-
semble (cf. eqn. 2.16), since the integration can be executed over the full
phase space without constraints. Still, for anything other than the ideal gas
and some other pristine toy models this integration cannot be performed
analytically. The partition function Z is connected to the free energy F
by:
F (N,V, T ) = −kBT ln (Z(N,V, T )) . (2.20)
The free energy is the fundamental thermodynamic potential in the canon-
ical ensemble. Hence all thermodynamic quantities can be calculated from
it
S = −
(
∂F (N,V, T )
∂T
)
V,N
, (2.21)
p = −
(
∂F (N,V, T )
∂V
)
N,T
, (2.22)
µ =
(
∂F (N,V, T )
∂N
)
V,T
, (2.23)
namely the entropy, the pressure, and the chemical potential, respectively.
Finally lifting the constraint of matter/particle exchange in addition
to the energy exchange leads to the grand-canonical ensemble which is
characterised by the variables µ, V, T , i.e. the chemical potential, volume,
and temperature, respectively. The corresponding distribution function
reads:
fN (p, q) = Zg(µ, V, T )
−1 exp
(
−H(p, q)− µN
kBT
)
, (2.24)
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where the grand canonical partition sum is defined as
Zg(µ, V, T ) =
∑
N≥0
1
N !hdN
∫
exp
(
−H(p, q)− µN
kBT
)
dpNdqN . (2.25)
It is useful to integrate out the contribution from the momenta p when
the Hamiltonian does not depend on them other than through the kinetic
energy. The partition function then reads:
Zg(µ, V, T ) =
∑
N≥0
V N
N !ΛN
∫
exp
(
−H(qˆ)− µN
kBT
)
dqˆ , (2.26)
=
∑
N≥0
Zˆ(N,V, T )
∫
exp
(
−H(qˆ)− µN
kBT
)
dqˆ ,
where the qˆ stands for rescaled positions spanning the interval from [0, 1),
and Λ is the thermal wave length Λ = h√
2pimkBT
. Using that formulation
the corresponding distribution function reads:
fN (qˆ) =
Zˆ(N,V, T )
Zg(µ, V, T )
exp
(
−H(qˆ)− µN
kBT
)
. (2.27)
Again the fundamental thermodynamic potential is connected to the
partition sum via the logarithm
Ξ(µ, V, T ) = −kBT lnZg(µ, V, T ) . (2.28)
There are still more ways to construct ensembles which can be used
to describe different situations where different variables are kept fixed.
Furthermore it can be shown that all the ensembles described previously
converge in the thermodynamic limit, and are thus completely equivalent
valid descriptions [64, 69].
2.1.2 Equilibrium Processes
This section will summarise thermodynamic conditions for equilibrium
processes between two separated phases, like the swelling of a gel in
a surrounding liquid. The derivation follows the work by Maurer and
Prausnitz [70], where those conditions were derived explicitly for swelling
equilibria of gels, but are formulated more general for two phase equilibria.
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Figure 1: General sketch of a two phase system with phase ′ and phase ′′
separated by an elastic membrane.
There are two phases: phase ′ the surrounding liquid and phase ′′ the gel,
as sketched in fig. 1. The interface between those phases will be considered
as membrane-like. The whole system will be kept at fixed temperature T
and constant external pressure p′, hence:
dU = dU ′ + dUm + dU
′′ , (2.29)
dV = dV ′ + dV ′′ , (2.30)
dS = dS′ + dSm + dS
′′ , (2.31)
(2.32)
the volume change for the interface, i.e. membrane, is assumed to be
negligible for any processes of interest. Applying the first and second law
of thermodynamics TdS − pdV ≥ dU :
− T (dS′+ dSm + dS′′) + p′(dV ′+ dV ′′) + dU ′+ dUm + dU ′′ ≤ 0 . (2.33)
This notation can be condensed by making use of the Helmholtz F = U−TS
and Gibbs G = U − TS + pV free energies.
dG′ = dU ′ + pdV ′ − TdS′ , (2.34)
dFm = dUm − TdSm , (2.35)
dG′′ = dU ′′ + p′′dV ′′ + V ′′dp′′ − TdS′′ . (2.36)
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Now equation 2.33 can be written as
d
{
G′(T, p′, N ′) +G′′(T, p′′, N ′′) + Fm(T, Vm, Nm)− V ′′(p′′ − p′)
} ≤ 0 .
(2.37)
Since the pressure inside the gel is inherently unknown, its connection to
G′′ is cumbersome at best. Assuming the gel to be incompressible when T
and N ′′ are held constant while changing the pressure from p′′ to p′ gives:
G′′(T, p′′, N ′′) = G′′(T, p′, N ′′) + V ′′(p′′ − p′) . (2.38)
With this last approximation the general condition for equilibrium can be
stated as follows:
d
{
G′(T, p′, N ′) +G′′(T, p′, N ′′) + Fm(T, V
′′)
}
= 0 . (2.39)
In order to make use of this general condition one can apply the Gibbs-
Duhem relation for K distinct species
(dG)T,p =
K∑
i
µidNi , (2.40)
where µi =
(
∂G
∂Ni
)
T,p,Nj 6=Ni
per definition. In this framework it is also
useful to define the (partial) molar volumes as
υ¯i =
(
∂V
∂Ni
)
T,p,Nj 6=Ni
. (2.41)
Since any molecule that enters the gel phase ′′ necessarily needs to leave
phase ′
dN ′i = −dN ′′i (2.42)
Now the condition for equilibrium can be expressed in terms of the chemical
potentials for every species that can pass through the membrane
µ′i(T, p
′, N ′) = µ′′i (T, p
′, N ′′) + υ¯i
(
∂Fm
∂V ′′
)
T
. (2.43)
Equation 2.43 shows that for a given species i the chemical potentials are
not equal. Instead the elastic behaviour of the membrane, the gel phase
as a whole, has to be accounted for. The only thing left now is to find
appropriate expressions for the free energies of the involved phases, which is
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by no means a trivial matter. But from a thermodynamic view the problem
is “solved”. Maurer and Prausnitz [70] then continue to exemplarily apply
their model to different cases by applying the Flory-Huggins model together
with the affine network theory also due to Flory [15]. Those models will
be reviewed in the polymer theory section 2.5.
2.2 Elastic Properties of Isotropic Materials
In this section the relationship between elastic constants of simple isotropic,
linear materials will be reviewed briefly. An isotropic and linear material has
only two independent elastic constants that fully characterise any reaction
to applied stress [71]. Consequently, only two independent mechanical
moduli have to be measured to characterise such a material in terms of
elastic constants. Keeping in mind that computer experiments will be used
to perform measurements, only the ones that are easily obtained under
these circumstances, will be introduced here.
The bulk modulus κ is defined as
κ = −V dp
dV
, (2.44)
where V is the sample volume and p the pressure acting on the system.
The derivative stands for isotropic deformations in this context. This
module was chosen because it is readily defined in terms of thermodynamic
quantities and thus can be immediately determined from MD simulations.
As a second independent modulus, the P-wave modulus M , also known
as the longitudinal modulus is introduced
M =
dσii
dεii
∣∣∣∣
εjj=0,j 6=i
, (2.45)
which describes the relation between uni-axially applied strain εii and the
resulting stress σii in the case that all other strains are zero. This quantity
was chosen, because it can be measured by deforming the system in only
one direction and no other conditions have to be met1. From those two
moduli the more commonly used moduli E and G, i.e. the Young’s and
1For some elastic constants some stresses σij have to be zero, e.g. Youngs modulus.
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shear modulus, can be calculated:
E =
9κ(M − κ)
3κ+M
G =
3(M − κ)
4
.
2.3 Reaction Ensemble
In order to extend the forthcoming simulations to treat weak polyelec-
trolytes, the acid/base reactions, i.e. protonation and deprotonation, have
to be formulated in a suitable fashion. Arbitrary chemical reactions can
be modeled with Monte Carlo moves similarly to the simulations in the
grand canonical ensemble. The complete derivation is given in [57].
A chemical reaction in this context is any reaction that can be expressed
by the equation
s∑
i=1
νiai = 0 , (2.46)
where {νi} is the set of stochiometric coefficients (ν > 0 for products and
ν < 0 for reactants), s is the number of species partaking in the reaction, ai
is the “formula vector” of species i and defines the molecular composition
of species i. When excluding radioactive decay and nuclear fusion, the
total amount of atoms of species i is conserved:
s∑
i=1
ajiNi = Bj , (2.47)
where Bj is the total number of atoms of type j in the system, constant
at all times.
A single reaction step will then change the number of any species ac-
cording to
Ni = N
0
i + νiξ, (2.48)
where N0i is the number of molecules of type i obeying eqn: 2.47 and ξ is
the extent of the reaction, in this context ξ is integer. If ξ > 0 the reaction
direction is considered to be “forward” and for ξ < 0 to be “backwards”.
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For the definition of the transition probabilities it is useful to define the
change of the total particle number per reaction:
ν¯ =
s∑
i=1
νi . (2.49)
The transition probabilities between state k and l can be derived from
the partition sum of the reaction ensemble [57] and read:
P ξkl = min
(
1,
s∏
i=1
[(
V qi
Λ3i
)νiξ (N0i )!
(N0i + νiξ)!)
]
exp (−β∆Ukl)
)
(2.50)
= min
(
1, V ν¯ξΓξ
s∏
i=1
[
(N0i )!
(N0i + νiξ)!
]
exp (−β∆Ukl)
)
, (2.51)
where Γ(T ) =
∏
i
(
qi
Λ3i
)νi
= exp(−∆G0/RT ) (P 0/RT )ν¯ ,K = exp(−∆G0/RT )
is the dissociation constant, and ∆Ukl = Ul − Uk the potential energy
difference between state k and l.
Since the reaction ensemble method will be applied to acid/base equilibria
the transition probabilities for this case are explicitly calculated.
The general form of the considered reaction is HA↔ H+ +A−. Since
there are only two possible reactions, i.e. either dissociating or associating,
those cases are considered individually. First the dissociation reaction
HA→ H+ +A−:
Pdiss = min
(
1, V Γ
NHA
(NH+ + 1)(NA− + 1)
exp(−β∆U)
)
. (2.52)
Secondly the association reaction H+ +A− → HA:
Pback = min
(
1,
Γb
V
NH+NA−
NHA + 1
exp(−β∆U)
)
, (2.53)
where Γb = Γ−1.
2.4 Restricted Primitive Model
The problem investigated in this thesis deals with aqueous solutions of
charged particles, i.e. polyelectrolyte gels, its counterions and salt ions.
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Figure 2: Atomistic representation of polyacrylic acid and its coarse-grained
version in the restricted primitive model.
One framework that is commonly applied to such problems is the so called
restricted primitive model RPM [72]. This model is widely applied in
theory as well as in simulations. As in most models this is a simplification
of reality. In order to calculate properties of aqueous solutions with ions
one has to consider the electrostatic interactions between the charged
solutes and their interactions with the solvent. As is well recognised, water
on its own is a highly complicated liquid [73, 74]. It is highly polarisable
and dampens the coulombic interactions of solutes considerably. Almost
all those effects are disregarded and only the dielectric permittivity, the
dampening of coulombic interactions, of water is considered in the restricted
primitive model. On top of that there are only charged species with some
kind of short range interaction potential. The classic version of the RPM
considered ideal hard spheres. This constraint has to be relieved when
performing molecular dynamics simulations. But even then models that
comply with those properties are called restricted primitive models [25,
43, 50, 52, 55, 75–78].
The restricted primitive model is thus inherently of coarse-grained nature.
Since solvent specific effects, i.e. chemically specific interactions between
the solute and solvent, are disregarded, it does not make sense to model
immersed molecules, like polymers or polyelectrolytes, at the atomistic
level. They become coarse-grained as well. A common coarse-graining
approach for polymeric material is to represent one monomeric unit of the
atomistic polymer by one coarse-grained bead2, as shown in fig. 2, and
2Depending on the stiffness and total length even more monomeric units can be
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Figure 3: Sketch of the most common and simple polymer polyethylene.
to connect those beads by elastic springs. In the case of polyelectrolytes
those beads may carry a charge.
2.5 Polymer Physics
Polymers are a material class that is abundant in our everyday lives.
Materials derived from polymers can be brought to arbitrary shapes, can
have a wide range of mechanical properties ranging from stiff and brittle
to soft and elastic. At the same time the constituents of these materials
bear many similarities, viz. being composed of chain-like macromolecules —
polymers. This section intends to introduce only the major concepts that
are used to treat polymeric materials without rigorously deriving them,
since most of the applied theories are covered in textbooks. The interested
reader can refer to the books by Michael Rubinstein [18], Gert Strobl [16]
and James Mark [17] and many others. A noteworthy basic textbook on
this topic was written by Paul Flory [15].
In general polymers are characterised by being constructed from a molec-
ular unit that can form chains. The simplest example in this case would
be polyethylene which can be synthesised from ethylene, sketched in fig. 3.
This polymer will then consist of a chain of linearly connected carbon
atoms, which are saturated by hydrogen atoms. However, there is a myriad
of different polymerisable molecules that can be used to form tailored poly-
mers with specific properties. But regardless of the actual molecules used
to create polymers, they all share common properties that are independent
from the chemical nature of the used monomers. Such properties are, for
example the scaling of end-to-end distances of polymers in dilute solutions,
which only depends on the degree of polymerisation N [16, 18], or the
display of entropic elasticity in polymeric materials. The possibilities of
mixing different polymerisable entities to form heteropolymers, combs,
trees, gels and many other topologies are endless [16, 17].
represented by one coarse grained bead.
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Re
r0
r1
ri
Figure 4: Bond vector representation of a coarse-grained polymer, with the
end-to-end vector Re.
2.5.1 Ideal Polymer Chains
The most basic model to describe a single polymer unit is the freely
jointed chain. It is assumed that the bond length b between two adjacent
monomers is constant and that this is the only spatial constraint. Creating
a sample conformation for such a polymer of polymerisation degree N
is mathematically equivalent to a discrete unbiased random walk with
fixed step size. The polymer can be described by a set of bond vectors
ri, that connect adjacent monomers, as shown in fig. 4. Without loss of
generalisation, the very first monomer can be placed on the origin. Hence,
the end-to-end vector of a given chain reads
Re =
N∑
i
ri . (2.54)
Since the ri are uncorrelated, the mean extension 〈Re〉 in this model is
strictly zero. The mean square of 〈R2e〉, however, is nonzero and given by√
〈R2e〉 = b
√
N − 1 , (2.55)
here N is the degree of polymerisation, the number of monomers in the
chain. The square-root of the mean squared end to end vector is one
possible measure for the effective extension of a polymer in this description.
It is useful to introduce the following abbreviation
R0 =
√
〈R2e〉 = b
√
N . (2.56)
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The distribution p(Re) becomes Gaussian in the limit of N → ∞, by
means of the central limit theorem, and can be approximated by:
p(Re) =
(
3
2pi〈R2e〉
)
exp
[
− 3R
2
e
2〈R2e〉
]
. (2.57)
Another characteristic quantity is the contour length of the polymer. This
is simply the maximal extension that could be reached if the polymer
completely aligns
Rmax = b(N − 1) . (2.58)
Since this model disregards the actual chemical nature of the monomers
it is inherently a coarse-grained description for polymers. Therefore one
has to be careful, when mapping an actual real polymer to this model.
One possible and widely applied recipe was developed by Kuhn et al . [79].
The main idea is to choose the effective bond length b and the number
of statistical chain elements N such, that Rmax and R0 coincide in the
framework of the freely jointed chain and the original polymer. This model
can be viewed as a limiting case, because polymers of sufficient length
can always be coarse-grained to a level where the freely jointed chain is
approximately appropriate [18]. The reasoning behind this is that even
if there are correlations present in the original real polymer, they will
have a limited extension, far smaller than the total polymer length. Hence
coarse-graining far beyond the inherent correlation length, the coarse-
grained segments will follow an unbiased random walk. This is similar to
diffusion in more complex systems (colloids, polymer melts, ionic liquids,
porous media), where, given the observation time is large enough, the usual
diffusion regime can be found in the mean-square displacement. The only
fundamental difference between a random walk and a polymer is that two
beads can not occupy the same space due to the so called excluded volume
effect.
2.5.2 Real Polymers
In order to account for the exclusion property of a real polymers, a constraint
can be added to the freely jointed chain model such that it yields polymers
that follow a self-avoiding random walk (SAW). The constraint is to simply
reject conformations that have volume overlap, which also means that the
monomers now gain extension, where they previously could be viewed
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as simple point particles. Flory [15] gave a simple argument how this
exclusion could influence the polymer conformation when the exclusion is
heuristically included in the free energy. The main result is that√
〈R2e〉 ∝ Nν , (2.59)
where ν is the so called Flory exponent. In his derivation ν = 3
5
, which is
close to what a numerical examination of a SAW yields. The exact value
for the scaling exponent ν for excluded volume polymers is slightly less
than 3/5 in three dimensions, it takes the value of ≈ 0.588 [16]. As a
consequence, real polymers are more extended than the freely jointed chain
model would predict.
Treatment of real polymers follows a somewhat similar approach as
improving the theory of ideal gases towards real gases. As a first step the
excluded volume can be defined through the interaction potential U(r) as
follows
υex = −
∞∫
0
f(r)d3r = −
∞∫
0
(
exp
[
−U(r)
kBT
]
− 1
)
d3r , (2.60)
where f is the Mayer function.
Since the main focus of this work is on gels, it is beneficial to investigate
isolated polymer chains under tension, because, as shown in more detail
later, usually mean-field like approximations are necessary to formulate
models that can be interpreted physically. One widely applied method to
this problem is the use of the tension-blob picture developed by Pincus
[80]. For this theory, the self-similar, fractal nature of idealised polymers,
i.e. random walks and even SAW, is exploited. The key idea is, that the
majority of the conformational entropy arises from unperturbed fragments,
viz. blobs. Hence Pincus [80] proposed to view a polymer under tension as
a sequence of those unperturbed subchains of size
ξ ∼= bgν , (2.61)
where g is the number of monomers with bond-length b. For a polymer
of length N , there are N/g subchains. A further assumption necessary to
complete this model, is that the blobs align in the direction of tension, say
the x-direction:
Rx ∼= ξN
g
∼= Nξ ν−1ν b 1ν =
{
Nb2
ξ
for ideal chains ν = 1
2
Nb5/3
ξ2/3
for real chains .
(2.62)
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Using this result, the free energy caused by stretching can be estimated as
Fstr ≈ kBT N
g
= kBT

(
Rx
R0
)2
for ideal chains(
Rx
bNν
)5/2 for real chains . (2.63)
The reasoning behind this equation is, that the energy penalty per tension
blob is of order kBT , because one degree of freedom is restricted per tension
blob [18]. Since this is the result of scaling concepts, prefactors of order
unity are not accounted for.
2.5.3 Polymer Solutions
In order to describe polymeric gels later on, some terms and concepts
for investigating solutions of polymers are necessary. It is customary to
differentiate between dilute, semi-dilute and concentrated polymer solutions.
The border between dilute and semi-dilute solutions is given by the overlap
concentration c∗
c∗ =
N
R3e
, (2.64)
where N is the polymerisation degree and Re the square root of the
mean-squared end-to-end distance. For real polymers in good solvent
Re = (υexb
2)1/5Nν . It is noteworthy that for long polymers the overlap
concentration can be very small, i.e. experimentally the dilute regime
is not accessible and usually experiments take place in the semi-dilute
regime. The regime of concentrated polymer solutions is reached at polymer
concentrations below pure polymer melts.
It is instructive to investigate the groundbreaking ideas and models
developed by Flory to describe and understand polymer solutions. As a
fundamental starting point the Flory-Huggins model of polymer solutions
is introduced [15, 81]. This model is based on some crucial and limiting
assumptions:
1. Mixing different components induce no change in the total volume
2. Different contributions to the free energy can be handled indepen-
dently (Flory-Rehner hypothesis)
3. Molar volumes of the components are comparable
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Figure 5: Two dimensional representation of a two component lattice fluid, a
chain like molecule in red and solvent particles in blue.
The fundamental question that Flory and coworkers tried to answer was
how the free energy (or similarly the free enthalpy) changes upon mixing
at least two components: solvent and long chain like molecules. As a first
step only the two component system is considered, where the monomeric
units of the polymer and solvent molecules have the same size. This is
usually treated in the framework of lattice models as sketched in fig. 5.
Then the lattice of the mixture will have A1 +NA2 lattice sites, when A1 is
the number of solvent molecules and A2 is the number of flexible polymer
chains of polymerisation degree N . Then the entropic contribution to the
Gibbs free energy is:
∆GS
kBT
= A1 lnφ1 +A2 lnφ2 , (2.65)
here φ1 = A1/(A1 + NA2) and φ2 = NA2/(A1 + NA2) are the volume
fraction occupied by either the solvent “1” or the polymer “2”. To complete
the model one other contribution needs to be considered, which is caused
by the different interactions between solvent-solvent, polymer-polymer
and solvent-polymer. In the original work this was termed as a residual
contribution to the enthalpy of mixing:
∆GR
kBT
= χφ1φ2(A1 +NA2) , (2.66)
here χ describes effectively the quality of the solvent for the polymer
under investigation, in the original derivation it is expressed through the
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interchange energy (on a lattice), i.e. χ = (2E12 −E11 −E22)/kBT , where
the energies Eij are the nearest neighbour interactions of both species on
the lattice. It generally holds, that a small or negative χ is an indicator for
a good solvent. However there is an upper limiting value that separates
the complete miscible regime from a two phase system. In the context of
the Flory-Huggins treatment this value is [23]
χ ≤ 1
2
(
1 +
1√
N
)2
. (2.67)
The Flory-Huggins model is therefore able to explain the occurrence of an
upper critical solution temperature (UCST). Above this temperature only
one stable liquid phase exists. However, in experiments, also a LCST was
found, this can’t be explained with the current Flory-Huggins model, which
assumes χ to be independent of polymer length and polymer concentration.
For sake of completeness, the empirical model developed by Qian and
coworkers [82] is able reproduce the UCST and LCST. The core idea is
χ(φ2, T ) = D(T )B(φ2) , (2.68)
here D(T ) and B(φ2) are empirical functions [82]. Apart from that there
is still a crucial limiting assumption in the original formulation of the
Flory-Huggins theory, that of constant molar volume. That constraint is
lifted in more sophisticated theories like the lattice fluid model by Sanchez
and Lacombe [83], where the important new feature is the introduction of
holes, i.e. allowing for empty lattice sites.
A different, albeit more empirical approach, is the statistical associated
fluid theory (SAFT). In this framework thermodynamic data (vapour
pressures, melting temperatures etc) for pure liquids are taken to extract
parameters that can describe the pure system. Together with appropriate
combining rules for interactions of unlike molecules this model is able
to predict complex phase behaviour of various mixtures with remarkable
accuracy [84].
2.5.4 Polyelectrolytes
An important subclass of polymeric materials are polyelectrolytes (PEs).
These materials share the same conceptual features of common polymers
but add monomeric units that can bear charges, either salt-like subgroups or
acidic/basic subgroups. This seemingly minute change has drastic influence
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on the properties and introduces a manifold of new long range effects [85,
86]. Now, besides of the random walk nature of polymers, electrostatic
effects enter and alter the behaviour of the chains. Characteristic quantities
that influence, for example the scaling of the end-to-end distance with the
monomer number N , are the Debye screening length, and the overall charge
density on the polyelectrolyte in question. In physical terms this means that
the amount of charges on the PE, characterised by the charge fraction α —
the fraction of charged groups to the total number of monomers — as well
as the particular solvent (characterised by its dielectric constant) and the
concentration of mobile ions will influence the static and dynamic properties
of the PE. When one compares polymer solutions of neutral chains and
polyelectrolytes, the latter exhibit much higher osmotic pressures due to
the release of counterions. In the upcoming section, scaling arguments for
polyelectrolytes in contact with monovalent salt solutions will be reviewed.
First the Debye screening length λD is introduced:
λD =
(
4piλB
∑
i
ciz
2
i
)−1/2
, (2.69)
which depends on the concentration of mobile ions of valency zi at concen-
tration ci as well as the Bjerrum length λB, defined as
λB =
e2
4piε0εrkBT
. (2.70)
It is instructive to recall the definition of an electrostatic blob for poly-
electrolytes in the salt free case [87, 88]:
kBT = kBTλB
(αgPE)
2
ξPE
(2.71)
which relates the number of monomers in an electrostatic blob gPE to its
extension ξPE and charge fraction α. Together with the common relation3
ξPE = g
ν
PEb the number of monomers in a blob can be expressed as
gPE =
(
α2λB
b
)− 1
2−ν
. (2.72)
3i.e. assuming again unperturbed random walks on the smallest length scale or
unperturbed self avoiding random walks, respectively.
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Figure 6: Scaling regimes for Polyelectrolyte solutions, depending on polymer
and salt concentration. The lines separate the different regimes, namely
dilute solution of flexible polyelectrolytes (DF), dilute solution of stiff rod-like
polyelectrolytes (DR), and a semidilute solution of flexible polyelectrolytes
(SF). Recreated according to the work by Dobrynin [87].
However, this expression is only approximately valid in the salt-free case
in a good solvent.
Depending on polymer and salt concentration, there are three different
regimes. For high salt and lower polymer concentrations the PE are flexible
(DF), when the salt concentration is reduced the PE will behave more
like stiff rods (DR). In the realm of higher polymer concentrations the
PE will remain flexible even for low salt concentrations (SF) and the
line in the phase diagram fig. 6 separates the semidilute from the dilute
regime. For all those regimes scaling expressions with respect to salt and
polymer concentration can be derived [87]. For the diluted flexible chains
(DF) the end-to-end distance scales in terms of the polymer– ,cp, and salt
concentration cs like:
Re ≈ bN3/5(cpb3)1/5B2/5
(
1 + 2A
cs
cp
)−1/5
. (2.73)
For lower salt concentrations the polymer behaves more rod-like (DR):
Re ≈ bN
( u
A
)2/7
. (2.74)
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And finally in the semidilute regime at low salt concentrations:
Re ≈ bN1/2(cpb3B)−1/4
(
1 + 2
cs
cp
)−1/8
. (2.75)
In those equations A is the average number of uncharged monomers between
two charges and B is the inverse relative extension bN/Re, which they use
as parameter, which is defined as
B ≈
(
A2
u
)2/7
, (2.76)
where u is λB/b, a dimensionless measure for the Bjerrum length.
The drawback of those scaling arguments is that there is no expression
for the elastic behaviour of the chains. Another approach was taken by
Katchalsky et al . [89, 90], they derived free energy expressions for the
electrostatic contribution of PE depending on their conformation. The
derivation is based on Debye-Hückel theory and the validity of Kuhn’s
statistics [79]. Even though, it is known that Debye-Hückel theory has its
limits, it is still valuable for the derivation of analytic models. A detailed
derivation of the model due to Katchalsky and Michaeli is given in sec. 2.8.
2.5.5 Neutral Polymer Gels
Polymer gels belong to a material class that makes use the ability of
some reagents to form multiple bonds. The most common example for a
gel like system would be vulcanised rubber. Natural rubber consists of
long chain-like molecules where, through vulcanisation, heating up and
introducing sulphur, crosslinks between the chains can be created. When
this system is then immersed in a suitable solvent the rubber swells, i.e.
takes up solvent. There are two main classes of gels, (i) physical gels and (ii)
chemical gels. The difference lies in the nature of the introduced crosslinks
between individual chains. In a chemical gel those crosslinks are provided
by covalent bonds. When no covalent bonds between the chains are present,
then the sample is a physical gel, where different crosslinking mechanisms
can be exploited, like partially crystalline regions or micellar structures [17,
91–94]. In order to describe gels theoretically many simplifying assumptions
are introduced:
1. Monodispersity of the network forming polymers
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Figure 7: Simple sketch of a crosslinked gel, highlighting the definition of the
Re as the separation between every two nodes/crosslinking particles (red)
that are connected by a polymer chain.
2. Fixed functionality of the crosslinks
3. No network imperfections (loops, dangling ends)
4. Flory-Rehner hypothesis.
This also neatly illustrates the role of computer simulations in this field.
Since those requirements can’t be met perfectly in reality, or at least only
in an approximate fashion, computer simulations can be tailored exactly to
the theoretical assumptions, especially the structural limitations of perfect
monodisperse networks and monodisperse functionality.
In the next couple of paragraphs, the treatment of swelling equilibria
for neutral polymer gels according to Flory is reviewed. In fig. 7 a simple
coarse-grained representation of a gel is given. Starting point is again the
Flory-Rehner hypothesis:
∆G = ∆Gmix + ∆Gstr . (2.77)
where ∆Gmix is the change in the Gibbs free energy due to mixing the
solvent and the polymer and ∆Gstr is the free energy change due to
the elastic properties of the network. Depending on the choice of the
representation of the two free energy contributions, different models can
be derived. The classical model by Flory [15] uses the Flory-Huggins
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expression for the mixing term and the affine deformation model (see
section 2.5.7) for the elastic part:
∆Gmix = kBT (N1 lnφ1 + χN1φ2) , (2.78)
∆Gstr = kBTNp/2
(
3λ2 − 3− lnλ3) , (2.79)
here Np is the number of chains in the gel sample, λ the stretching factor
V = λ3V0, where V0 is the volume of the gel after preparation. The symbols
N1 stands for the number of solvent molecules, φ1 for the volume fraction
occupied by the solvent, χ is the Flory-Huggins mixing parameter, and
φ2 the volume fraction of the network. From the free energies 2.79 the
respective chemical potentials can be derived. For the solvent
µ1 − µ01 = −
[
ln (1− φ2) + φ2 + χφ22
]
= υ¯1
Np
2
(
φ
1/3
2 −
φ2
2
)
(2.80)
here υ¯1 is the molar volume of the solvent. Equating this equation to zero
leads to the equilibrium swelling condition for a neutral polymer gel with
crosslinking functionality f = 4 [15]. As this model was derived using the
Flory-Huggins theory it underlies the same limitations and restrictions.
The reason why this model is still invoked, is that there is no other simple
model. The models that perform better than the original version from
Flory et al . [15] incorporate empirical corrections, which can not always
be attributed to physical properties of the system, and therefore can not
be interpreted consistently. They also incorporate an increasing number
of parameters, which enable fitting almost to everything. In general this
treatment is equivalent to the model described in section 2.1.2, with the
specified free energies.
2.5.6 Polyelectrolyte Gels
Similar to polymers, polyelectrolytes can be used to form gels. Since poly-
electrolytes are usually well soluble in aqueous solutions new applications
arise. Furthermore, the electrolyte groups on the polymer can be sensible to
changes in pH, as well as salt concentration [31, 95–98]. Compared to their
uncharged equivalent polymer gels, PE gels tend to swell much stronger
in a suitable solvent, due to the osmotic pressure of the counterions that
are released from the polyelectrolyte backbone [15]. As of now, there is
no general theory on how to treat the electrostatic interaction in a whole
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polyelectrolyte gel system. More precisely there is no description on the
thermodynamic level, i.e. an expression that relates changes in volume to
the respective electrostatic contribution to the free energy. This is still the
major issue when dealing with PE gels on a theoretical level. A common
first approximation is to neglect the electrostatic interactions all together
and only deal with the osmotic pressure of the counterions [15, 23], then
models applicable to neutral gels can be used for PE gels as well, since
the basis of most models is the Flory-Rehner hypothesis.
However, neglecting the electrostatic interactions only works when the
charges are screened sufficiently, i.e. the concentration of salt or counterions
is high enough, such that the electrostatic screening length is of the order of
the average distance of two charges on the polyelectrolyte or even smaller.
In general, polyelectrolytes and thus also polyelectrolyte gels show a
very rich phase behaviour depending on salt concentration, strength of the
electrostatic interactions, and solvent quality [52, 78, 99]. A more detailed
model for describing polyelectrolyte gels will be given in sec. 2.8.
2.5.7 Rubberlike Elasticity
The term rubberlike elasticity is used to describe the elastic behaviour
of materials that are made of polymers and polymer-like materials, i.e.
long chain like molecules. The first material system with those properties
to be studied by the scientific community was indeed natural rubber and
vulcanised rubber. But the term is also used when working with gels, since
the fundamental cause of rubberlike elasticity is due to entropic effects
of the polymer chains that make up the material. This section intends to
introduce basic models and concepts to treat the elastic properties of the
investigated gel systems.
Affine Network Model
This model was introduced by several authors [15, 100–103]. The core idea
is that the networks junctions deform affinely with applied strain and each
polymer behaves like an ideal Gaussian chain. This leads to the following
free energy expression:
∆Gaffine =
Np
2
kBT (λ
2
x + λ
2
y + λ
2
z − 3) , (2.81)
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here λi = LiL0i
represents the introduced strain, where Li is the extension of
the sample after the applied stress and L0i the extension in the unperturbed
state. Flory analysed this model further and introduced a correction, that
takes the entropy change of the network junction upon volume changes
into account at least on the ideal gas level [15]. His modified version reads:
∆GFloryaffine =
Np
2
kBT (λ
2
x + λ
2
y + λ
2
z − 3− 2 ln(λxλyλz)) (2.82)
Phantom Network Model
Another approach to describe the elastic properties of a perfect network is
due to James and Guth [104] where the affine deformation constraint for
every junction was dropped. In their phantom network model only those
junctions at the sample boundary are subject to affine deformation, the
junctions in the interior are free to fluctuate around their mean positions. A
further assumption of this model is, that the fluctuations are not affected by
stretching the network and that their probability distribution is Gaussian.
The elastic response of the phantom network then reads:
∆Gphantom =
Np
2
kBT
(
1− 2
f
)
(λ2x + λ
2
y + λ
2
z − 3) , (2.83)
where f denotes the networks functionality. Comparing this to the result for
the affine deformation model, one immediately finds the same qualitative
dependence on the strain, only the prefactor differs. Furthermore, the
equation for the phantom network asymptotically approaches the affine
model for very high functionality, but otherwise can be used as a model to
estimate the lower bound, since the junctions of the network can fluctuate
independent of the applied strain and suffer from no other constraints.
Since both models assume Gaussian chain statistics, even under strain,
their applicability is limited to not too high strains. A very common way
to extend the applicability is to apply the inverse Langevin function to
mimic the finite extensibility of the chains [18]. However, this leads then
to models that can not be represented by simple analytic expressions as
the simple affine and phantom network models. But real matter is even
more complicated, in real networks there are imperfections like dangling
ends, loops and entanglements, i.e. interactions between chains, that were
completely neglected in the simple models above. Some of these aspects can
be addressed by theory and more sophisticated models emerge. Since this
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work is focused on simulations of perfect gels/networks models that take
into account entanglements are not pursued further just briefly mentioned.
There is the constrained junction model by Flory [105], which modifies the
phantom network further to include entanglement effects. Then there is
a tube model by Edwards [42] and many more, the interested reader can
find a review on network models by Kloczkowski [106], or in the classic
textbook on polymers by Rubinstein [18].
2.6 Donnan Theory
One important aspect of the investigated system is the partitioning of
salt between the hydrogel phase and the reservoir. When a hydrogel is
immersed in a solvent that contains not too much salt, it will swell. Since
the hydrogel itself is partly charged and releases an corresponding amount
of counterions upon solvation, only a fraction of the salt ions, present in the
solution, will penetrate into the network. Thus the average concentration
of salt ions inside the gel will be different than the one outside.
For the theoretical setup, the phase of the salt reservoir is assumed
to be infinitely large, i.e. whatever the amount of salt is in the hydrogel
domain will not affect the concentration of the reservoir. In this scenario
one can employ the classic Donnan theory [11]. In the original version
there are two compartments separated by a semipermeable membrane
that restricts one certain type of charged particles to move freely between
the two compartments. To adapt this to the scenario of a hydrogel in
contact with an salt reservoir, the gel phase can be considered the second
compartment as well as being the membrane itself. This means the charged
species that cannot cross the membrane are the charges that are fixed to
the backbones of the polymers.
Philipse et al . already derived an equation for a colloid system in contact
with an infinite reservoir of salt [107], which can be directly applied to our
problem:
%−
%ext
= − %c
2%ext
+
√
1 +
(
%c
2%ext
)2
, (2.84)
where %− is the salt concentration in the hydrogel (colloid system, re-
spectively), %ext is the salt concentration of the reservoir and %c is the
charge concentration of the hydrogel (colloid) in the volume V defined as
%c =
mNα
V
, where m is the number of polymer chains (m = 16), N the
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number of monomers per chain and α the charge-fraction of the gel, the
fraction of charged to uncharged monomers on the gel. Equation 2.84 is
the result of an ideal gas approximation for the electrolyte solution in
combination with enforcing charge neutrality. Consider two container that
are in contact by a membrane, which is permeable to a two component
ideal gas of species A and B. The two compartments are in chemical
equilibrium when the chemical potentials of either side are equal. The
chemical potential of an ideal gas mixture is:
µAB = µ
0
AB + kB(ln(%A) + ln(%B)) . (2.85)
For ease of notation the “concentrations” in eqn. 2.85 are rescaled by the
appropriate thermal wave length to make the argument of the logarithm
dimensionless. Equating the chemical potentials of both compartments
leads directly to
%IA%
I
B = %
II
A %
II
B . (2.86)
If now one side, say I, contains negatively charged colloids of concentration
%c and their counterions, which, we assume, to coincide with one of the
salt ions. Then this can be formulated as charge neutrality condition for
this compartment:
%Ic + %
I
− = %
I
+ . (2.87)
To finally arrive at eqn. 2.84, one has to go to the limit of an infinite second
reservoir II at salt concentration %ext.
At this stage one can already see, that the salt partitioning depends
only on the concentration of fixed charges on the colloid, in the network,
respectively, and does not depend on the microscopic parameters of the
gel (charge fraction and crosslinking density).
2.7 Osmotic Donnan Model
This model is the most basic conceivable set of equations that can be
used to predict swelling equilibria and salt partitioning of the gel. As will
become clear later this is not sufficient to explain the complexity that is
observed in simulations as well as in experiments. But still, the model is
able to predict the qualitative behaviour. Its basic idea is to predict the salt
partitioning by use of the Donnan theory, and the mechanical equilibrium
by use of simple ideal osmotic pressure and a mean-field elastic response
of the ideal entropic elasticity of polymer chains (see section 2.5.7). This
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model also assumes that the gel deforms in an affine manner, which means
the volume and Re are coupled via V = AR3e and the constant A does not
depend on Re.
This leads to the following set of equations, that are easily solved itera-
tively:
mNα
V
+ %− = %+ , (2.88)
%2ext = %−%+ , (2.89)(
%+ + %− − 1
Nb2Re
)
kBT + pext = 2%extkBT , (2.90)
where, again %ext is the salt concentration of the external reservoir,N is the
number of monomer segments in the chains, b is the bond length, %− is the
concentration of negatively charged ions, %+ the concentration of positively
charged ions respectively, and Re is the end to end distance. The external
pressure pext is included for completeness, because it is in principle possible
to have the gel in contact with a salt reservoir while applying pressure
on the gel. For the purpose of finding the swelling equilibrium pext = 0.
The first equation enforces charge neutrality in the whole gel domain.
The second equation represents the Donnan equilibrium and the third one
equates the osmotic pressures of all nonpolymer particles inside the gel plus
the elastic response of the polymers to the total osmotic pressure of the salt
reservoir. Hence this equation handles the mechanical equilibrium. In order
to solve this set of equations one first specifies a volume or equivalently Re,
which then fixes the concentration of fixed charges in the gel. From there
one can calculate the internal salt concentration via the Donnan theory
eq. 2.89. After that one can calculate the osmotic pressures and the elastic
response and compare this to the osmotic pressure of the reservoir and
calculate a new Re which satisfies eq. 2.90. After this, the cycle continues
until the Re converges. Compared to the model proposed by Flory [15] only
the mixing term is missing, which is neglected in order to avoid introducing
more parameters4.
4The parameter χ coincidentally assumes small values in the case of good solvents,
hence χ ≈ 0 is a justifiable approximation.
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2.8 Derivation of the Katchalsky Model
Since the model due to Katchalsky and Michaeli will be used as reference
model to compare the simulation results it is useful to cast their derivation
in a more modern form. This derivation was published in the supplemental
material to our article on strong polyelectrolyte gels [31].
As can be inferred from the general thermodynamic treatment of two-
phase equilibria outlined in section 2.1.2, it is necessary to approximate
the free energy of the system. The calculation of those functions from
first principles is in most cases not possible and different approximations
are introduced. When trying to construct a complete model one has to
take care to select appropriate expressions that remain valid in the range
of the investigated parameters. As already mentioned, we assume the
Flory-Rehner hypothesis: contributions to the free energy can be treated
individually, i.e. ideal contributions, entropic contributions, electrostatic
contributions, network elasticity.
In 1955, Katchalsky and coworkers proposed a model to treat polyelec-
trolyte gels in contact with salt solutions [12]. The core ideas used within
their model are based on their previous work on polyelectrolytes in solution
[89, 90], where they developed a free energy model for the electrostatic
contribution of said polyelectrolytes:
Fel(Re) = kBT
(αN)2λB
Re
ln
[
1 +
6ReλD
R20
]
. (2.91)
This free energy depends on the microscopic properties of the polyelec-
trolyte, the charge fraction α, the length of the crosslinking chains N ,
and the environment variable like the Bjerrum length λB and the Debye
screening length λD inside the gel domain, as well as the square root
of the mean-square end-to-end distance of a charge neutral chain of the
same polymerisation degree R0 (see eqn. 2.56). This expression aims to
describe the influence of electrostatics on the total free energy of a poly-
electrolyte chain. More precisely, this expression was derived employing
the Debye-Hückel framework and expresses the free energy as difference
to an equivalent solution of uncharged polymers5. Formally, they applied
Debye’s method of charging [89]. In order to treat the full system, all
other physical mechanism that contribute non-negligibly to the free energy
need to be identified. In the original text from 1955 [12] they treat the
5Hence the occurrence of R0 in eqns. 2.91-2.93.
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elastic response of the gel chains as ideal Gaussian chains. When comparing
the original formulation of the model to simulation data, we found that
it overestimates the swelling equilibrium substantially, allowing even for
non-physical overstretching of the network chains beyond their contour
length [31]. As a remedy, the Gaussian chain approximation was replaced
by a model with finite extensibility, based on the inverse Langevin function
L−1 with L(x) = cothx− 1
x
[18, 31]. Thus the original free energy for the
elastic response per chain
F origstr (Re) = kBT
3
2
((
Re
R0
)2
− 1
)
, (2.92)
was replaced by
Fstr(Re) =
kBT
b
[∫ Re
0
L−1
(
R
bN
)
dR−ReL−1
(
R0
bN
)]
. (2.93)
Comparing this model construction to the classical model by Flory [15],
again the mixing term is neglected, and the elastic response is modeled
more realistically by the inverse Langevin function L−1. The second term
in eqn. 2.93 shifts the minimum of the stretching free energy to Re = R0.
Further details on the derivation follow in sec. 2.8.2.
Based on those expressions for the free energy, Katchalsky and Michaeli
devised a model to treat the salt partitioning and the swelling equilibrium
for polyelectrolyte gels in contact with a salt reservoir.
2.8.1 Original Equations of Katchalsky and Michaeli
To properly outline how our modifications affect the original model, we
start by re-deriving the fundamental equations of the model. At the same
time the notations is cast into a more modern form.
Fstr
kBT
=
3Np
2
[(
Re
R0
)2
− 1
]
, (2.94)
where Np is the number of polymer chains in the system. Differentiating
the stretching free energy with respect to the number of free anions, Nan,
and the number of free cations, Ncat, we obtain
1
kBT
(
∂Fstr
∂Nan
+
∂Fstr
∂Ncat
)
=
NpV s
V
2/3
0 NA
V −1/3 , (2.95)
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where the partial molar volume of salt, V s = V an + V cat is introduced.
Analogously, we proceed to obtain
1
kBT
∂Fstr
∂Nw
=
NpV w
V
2/3
0 NA
V −1/3 . (2.96)
The electrostatic free energy of a single chain was already shown in
eqn. 2.91 as
Fel
kBT
=
(αN)2λB
Re
ln
(
1 +
6Re
λ−1D R
2
0
)
,
where λB is the Bjerrum length. Rewriting the last equation in terms of
V , V0 and R0, and multiplying by the number of chains, we obtain the
electrostatic free energy of the whole gel:
Fel
kBT
=
Np(αN)
2λB
R0
(
V0
V
)1/3
ln
(
1 +
6V 1/3R0
λ−1D V0
)
, (2.97)
where the inverse Debye screening length is given by
λ−1D =
(
4piλBV
−1∑
i
z2iNi
)1/2
,
where the sum runs over all ions inside the gel: charged polymer segments,
their counterions, additional salt ions (which may or may not be the same
species as the counterions). Specifically for monovalent ions, z = 1, one
obtains: ∑
i
z2iNi = Nan +Ncat = 2Nan + αNNp . (2.98)
Assuming additivity of partial molar volumes
V NA = NanV an +NcatV cat +NNpV m +NwV w ≈ NwV w , (2.99)
we can differentiate Fel with respect to Nan and Ncat as
1
kBT
∂Fel
∂Nan
=
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
∂
∂Nan
[
V −
1
3 ln
(
1 +
6V
1
3R0
λ−1D V0
)]
.
(2.100)
To simplify the notation, we introduce a variable
ξ = 6V
1
3 /(R0λ
−1
D V
1/3
0 ). (2.101)
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Since both V and λ−1D depend on Nan, we apply the chain rule
1
kBT
∂Fel
∂Nan
=
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
∂
∂Nan
[
V −
1
3 ln (1 + ξ)
]
, (2.102)
=
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
[
−V anV
− 4
3
3NA
ln (1 + ξ) +
V −
1
3
(1 + ξ)
∂ξ
∂Nan
]
, (2.103)
where
∂ξ
∂Nan
=
∂
∂Nan
6V
1
3
R0λ
−1
D V
1/3
0
=
6
R0V
1/3
0
∂
∂Nan
V
1
3
λ−1D
=
6
R0V
1/3
0
(
V −
2
3
3λ−1D
∂V
∂Nan
− V 13 λ2D ∂λ
−1
D
∂Nan
)
=
6V
1
3
λ−1D R0V
1/3
0
(
1
3V
∂V
∂Nan
− 1
λ−1D
∂λ−1D
∂Nan
)
= ξ
(
V an
3V NA
− 1
λ−1D
∂λ−1D
∂Nan
)
= ξ
(
V an
3V NA
− 1
λ−1D
4piλB
2λ−1D V
(
1−
∑
iNiV an
V NA
))
= ξ
(
V an
3V NA
− 1
2
∑
iNi
(
1−
∑
iNiV an
V NA
))
= ξ
(
V an
3V NA
− V an
2NA
(
NA∑
iNiV an
− 1
V
))
(2.104)
= ξ
V an
3NA
(
1
V
− 3
2
NA∑
iNiV an
+
3
2V
)
= ξ
V an
3NA
(
5
2V
− 3
2
NA∑
iNiV an
)
,
(2.105)
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Substituting for ∂ξ/∂Nan into 2.103, one obtains
1
kBT
∂Fel
∂Nan
=
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
[
−V anV
− 4
3
3NA
ln (1 + ξ) +
V −
1
3 ξ
(1 + ξ)
V an
3NA
(
5
2V
− 3
2
NA∑
iNiV an
)]
, (2.106)
1
kBT
∂Fel
∂Nan
=
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
V anV
− 4
3
3NA
[
V ξ
(1 + ξ)
(
5
2V
− 3NA
2V an
∑
iNi
)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]
, (2.107)
1
kBT
∂Fel
∂Nan
=
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
[
V anV
− 4
3
3NA
(
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
)
− V
− 1
3
2
∑
iNi
ξ
(1 + ξ)
]
. (2.108)
Finally, we add the derivatives with respect to Nan and Ncat to obtain
1
kBT
(
∂Fel
∂Nan
+
∂Fel
∂Ncat
)
=
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
[
V sV
− 4
3
3NA
(
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
)
− V
− 1
3∑
iNi
ξ
(1 + ξ)
]
(2.109)
and
1
kBT
∂Fel
∂Nw
=
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
V wV
− 4
3
3NA
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]
.
(2.110)
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These derivations finally allow us to connect the activity coefficients fw
and fs to the free energy derivatives
∆ ln fw =
1
kBT
(
∂Fstr
∂Nw
+
∂Fel
∂Nw
)
=
NpV w
NAV
2/3
0
V −1/3 +
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
NAR0
V wV
− 4
3
3
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]
(2.111)
∆ ln fs =
1
kBT
(
∂Fstr
∂Nan
+
∂Fstr
∂Ncat
+
∂Fel
∂Nan
+
∂Fel
∂Ncat
)
=
NpV s
NAV
2/3
0
V −1/3 +
Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
×[
V sV
− 4
3
3NA
(
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
)
+
V −
1
3∑
iNi
ξ
(1 + ξ)
]
. (2.112)
∆ ln fs =
V s
V w
∆ ln fw − Np(αN)
2λBV
1/3
0
R0
[
V −
1
3∑
iNi
ξ
(1 + ξ)
]
(2.113)
Realising that ∆ ln fw  ∆ ln fs, we neglect the first term in the last
equation to obtain
∆ ln fs = − Np∑
iNi
(αN)2λBV
1/3
0
R0
ξ
(1 + ξ)
V −
1
3 . (2.114)
We now rewrite the equations using the swelling ratio Q = V/V0:
∆ ln fs = − Np∑
iNi
(αN)2λB
R0
ξ
(1 + ξ)
(
V
V0
)− 1
3
= − Np∑
iNi
6(αN)2λB
λ−1D R
2
0(1 + ξ)
(2.115)
∆ ln fw =
NpV w
NAV
{(
V
V0
) 2
3
+
(αN)2λB
3R0
(
V
V0
)− 1
3
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]}
.
(2.116)
We now introduce two auxiliary variables, following [12]:
p =
∑
iNi
NNp
=
2Nan
NNp
+ α, q =
Ntot
NNp
≈ Nw
NNp
, (2.117)
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where the physical meaning of p is the number of free ions per monomer
in the gel, and q is the reciprocal of the molar fraction of monomer units
in the gel. These allow us to rewrite the equations as
∆ ln fs = 2 lnx
b
an−lnxanxcat = 2 lnxban−ln p
2 − α2
4q2
= − 6(αN)
2λB
pNλ−1D R
2
0(1 + ξ)
,
(2.118)
∆ ln fw = xan + xcat − 2xban = p
q
− 2xban
=
1
qN
{(
V
V0
) 2
3
+
(αN)2λB
3R0
(
V
V0
)− 1
3
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]}
,
(2.119)
where we also approximated the total volume of the swollen gel as V ≈
NwV w/NA to express
NpV w
NAV
≈ 1
qN
, (2.120)
eqn.2.118 is the equivalent of eqn.(14) of the original paper [12], and 2.119
is the equivalent of Eq.(12) of the same paper. The original derivation of
[12] expressed the terms
V
V0
≈ qV w
V m
, (2.121)
but we retain these in the present form, and in the next section we discuss
the influence of this approximation on the result.
2.8.2 Finite Extensibility and the Langevin Function
From the analysis of simulation results and of the theoretical predictions
it turns out that the chain stretching approaches the maximum stretching,
Rmax = bN . In such case, the Gaussian approximation to chain elasticity
is not valid, and permits nonphysical chain stretching beyond Rmax. This
is presumably one of the causes of q(cbs ) being convex instead of concave
(see sec. 4.3, figs. 26). To remedy this, we introduce the Langevin function
for the elastic restoring force f [18, 88]:
Re
bN
=
[
coth
(
bf
kBT
)
− kBT
fb
]
= L(bf/kBT ), f = ∂Fstr
∂Re
. (2.122)
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However, since we do not want to apply this to single isolated chains but
rather to chains inside a gel, we modify the restoring force such that at
Re = R0 it becomes zero and changes its sign.
∂Fstr
∂Re
= f =
kBT
b
(
L−1
(
Re
bN
)
− L−1
(
R0
bN
))
(2.123)
Thus we obtain the correction for the stretching free energy contribution:
1
kBT
(
∂Fstr
∂Nan
+
∂Fstr
∂Ncat
)
=
NpV sR0
bV 2/3V
1/3
0 NA
[
L−1
(
Re
bN
)
− L−1
(
R0
bN
)]
,
(2.124)
Analogously we proceed to obtain
1
kBT
(
∂Fstr
∂Nw
)
=
NpV wR0
bV 2/3V
1/3
0 NA
[
L−1
(
Re
bN
)
− L−1
(
R0
bN
)]
. (2.125)
This modification propagates to the equation for ∆ ln fw:
∆ ln fw =
NpV w
NAV
[
V 1/3R0
3bV
1/3
0
[
L−1
(
Re
bN
)
− L−1
(
R0
bN
)]
+
(αN)2λB
3R0
(
V
V0
)− 1
3
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]]
and consequently to our final equation which determines the gel swelling:
∆ ln fw = xan + xcat − 2xban = p
q
− 2xban
=
1
qN
{
V 1/3R0
3bV
1/3
0
[
L−1
(
Re
bN
)
− L−1
(
R0
bN
)]
+
(αN)2λB
3R0
(
V
V0
)− 1
3
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]}
. (2.126)
2.8.3 Getting rid of the Molar Volumes
In the derivation of 2.118 and 2.119, [12] have used the approximation
that the volume of the swollen gel is essentially given by the volume of
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the water that it has absorbed, 2.120. Using the same arguments, we can
approximate
xan =
Nan
Nan +Ncat +NNp +Nw
≈ Nan
Nw
. (2.127)
We now introduce the number concentration of species i, defined as ci =
Ni/V , which allows us to rewrite 2.118 and 2.119 as
∆ ln fs = ln
(cbs )
2
cgs (c
g
s + αcp)
= − cp
2(cgs + αcp)
6α2NλB
λ−1D R
2
0(1 + ξ)
, (2.128)
∆ ln fw = 2c
g
s + αcp − 2cbs = cp
N
{(
V
V0
) 2
3
+
(αN)2λB
3R0
(
V
V0
)− 1
3
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]}
. (2.129)
This approximation brings simultaneously two advantages: (i) it removes
the explicit occurrence of the poorly defined dry gel volume, and (ii) shows
that the molar volume of water is not relevant for the final result. The
dry gel volume is poorly defined in the sense that it strongly depends on
the preparation, even exhaustive drying might not remove all of the water.
In theoretical terms it is also not well defined, since this depends on the
packing structure and the representation of the gel’s molecular units, being
it Lennard-Jones like or hard sphere like.
Equations 2.129 and 2.128 can be directly applied not only to exper-
imental data, but also to the simulation model, where the solvent is a
continuum, and both Re and R0 (hence also V and V0) are directly ac-
cessible quantities. It also uses the well-defined dimensions of uncharged
polymer chains as the reference state, instead of the volume of the dry gel,
with unknown content of residual water and unknown chain conformations.
For the analysis of simulation data, it is convenient to cast 2.128 and
2.129 in terms of R0 and Re, rather than V0 and V :
∆ ln fs = ln
(cbs )
2
cgs (c
g
s + αcp)
= − cp
2(cgs + αcp)
6α2NλB
λ−1D R
2
0(1 + ξ)
, (2.130)
∆ ln fw = 2c
g
s +αcp−2cbs = cp
N
{(
Re
R0
)2
+
(αN)2λB
3Re
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]}
.
(2.131)
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With the Langevin function for chain stretching, 2.131 transforms to the
form of 2.126
∆ ln fw = 2c
g
s + αcp − 2cbs = cp
N
{
Re
3b
[
L−1
(
Re
bN
)
− L−1
(
R0
bN
)]
+
(αN)2λB
3Re
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]}
,
(2.132)
where
ξ = 6Re/λ
−1
D R
2
0 . (2.133)
Last but not least, it instructive to write 2.130 in the form
cgs =
((αcp
2
)2
+ C(cbs )
2
)1/2
−αcp
2
, C = exp
(
cp
2(cgs + αcp)
6α2NλB
λ−1D R
2
0(1 + ξ)
)
,
(2.134)
where the factor C accounts for the non-ideal correction to the Donnan
partitioning and for C = 1 we obtain the standard Donnan equation. The
iterative solution of 2.134, following [12], starts with C = 1 to estimate
cgs , which is then used to update C. The procedure is repeated until
self-consistency is achieved, usually within a few iterations.
2.8.4 Equilibrium in Terms of Pressure
In some literature the swelling equilibrium of gels has been expressed in
terms of different contributions to pressure:
Pint + Pel + Pstr + P
g
osm = Pext + P
s
osm , (2.135)
where Pel is the electrostatic contribution to pressure, Pstr is the contribu-
tion due to elastic chain stretching, P sosm and P gosm are osmotic pressures on
the solution and on the gel side, respectively. Finally,Pint is the contribution
due to short-ranged interactions (neglected in the present approach), and
Pext is the external pressure applied on the gel. The above contributions
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can be expressed within our model as follows:
Pint ≈ 0
Pel = −∂Fel
∂V
= −cp
N
(αN)2λB
3Re
[
5
2
ξ
(1 + ξ)
− ln (1 + ξ)
]
,
Pstr = −∂Fstr
∂V
= −kBT cp
N
(
Re
R0
)2
or
Pstr = −kBT cpRe
3bN
(
L−1
(
Re
bN
)
− L−1
(
R0
bN
))
,
Π = P gosm − P sosm = 1
kBT
(
2cgs + αcp − 2cbs
)
, (2.136)
where the second form of Pstr, containing the inverse Langevin function, is
corrected for the undisturbed chain conformation when Re = R0, Π is the
excess osmotic pressure in the gel. In such case, we can rewrite 2.131 as
Pext = Pstr + Pel + Π , (2.137)
where the swelling equilibrium is attained for Pext = 0. To understand the
elastic properties of polyelectrolyte gels in salt solutions, it is instructive to
follow the dependence of different contributions to pressure on the input
parameters: (α,N, cbs ).
2.8.5 Desalination Cycle Based on the Katchalsky Model
Based on our modified version of the Katchalsky model [31] a desalination
cycle is constructed that allows to calculate the energy cost for desalination
in dependence of the microscopic gel parameters, and the desired salt
concentration difference. First, the ideal theoretical minimal energy limit
based on an ideal gas approximation is computed.
Theoretical Energy Cost of Desalination
It is straight forward to devise a simple ideal gas based model in order
to calculate the energy cost for desalination. Two regions separated by a
membrane, that lets only pure water pass, are filled with salt water on
one side and is empty on the other side. The region that contains the salt
water has a piston that pushes the salt solution against the membrane,
and thus pushes pure water to that side.
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Figure 8: Sketch of the proposed desalination cycle. First step (a) letting the
gel swell in a large reservoir at salt concentration cbs . The next step is to
put the gel in a press (b) and compressing it until a certain maximum
compression state is reached (c). The water of volume Vout has now a smaller
salt concentration couts .
The osmotic pressure exerted by the monovalent salt solution is given
by:
Π = 2kBT%s , (2.138)
where %s is the salt number density of the solution. The initial volume on
the side containing the salt solution is V s0 and the other compartment is
empty V2 = 0. Thus the concentration of salt ions changes while producing
salt free water:
%s(V2) =
%0sV
s
0
V s0 − V2
. (2.139)
The energy cost for producing a volume V of salt free water can then be
calculated by:
∆E =
∫ V
0
Π(V2)dV2 , (2.140)
= 2kBT%
0
sV
s
0 ln
(
V s0
V s0 − V
)
. (2.141)
This result depends on the initial volume of the salt compartment, but for
V s0  V the energy cost will converge to simply ΠV . In this limit the the-
oretical energy cost for desalinating sea water (0.6mol/l) is 0.831 kWh/m3.
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Having established the foundations for describing the hydrogel swelling
process through the analytical model derived from Katchalskys polyelec-
trolyte model, it can be utilised to simulate a whole desalination process,
i.e. using it to calculate the energy cost that is necessary to achieve a
given salt concentration difference. The main idea is sketched in fig 8. The
gel is introduced in a large reservoir with the concentration cstart = cbs
and swells until it reaches equilibrium. It is then removed from the salt
reservoir, all excess water is removed and only the swollen gel is introduced
into a press. Then the gel is compressed in small increments and the salt
partitioning between the gel and the squeezed out solution is calculated
via the Katchalsky model, which is slightly different from the equilibrium
calculation, since the two volumes, the gel and the external solution, are
finite and the total amount of salt is fixed through the conditions that
were reached as the gel swell to equilibrium in the large salt reservoir. To
find the solution for the salt partitioning, the concentration in the outer
solution is varied, and the salt concentration inside the gel is calculated.
This iteration stops when the amount of salt in- and outside the gel is
equal to the amount prior to the compression. Afterwards, the pressure
acting on the gel can be calculated and the gel can be compressed further.
This continues until the pressure on the gel reaches a previously chosen
maximum pressure pmax. The water that was pressed out of the gel will
have a lower salt concentration than the initial bath, and is used to swell
the gel again. The previous steps will then be repeated until the desired
salt concentration difference is achieved. To apply this model, the salt
concentration difference, i.e. the starting cstart and final salt concentra-
tion cmin, have to be chosen as well as the maximum pressure pmax and
the microscopic gel parameters. The choice of parameters is furthermore
limited by the performance and restrictions that come from the applied
Katchalsky model, which is inherently limited to the case of only weakly
charged polyelectrolytes. It is also advantageous to choose gel parameters
and salt concentrations that are experimentally accessible.
Given the nonlinear nature of the underlying model equations, a nu-
merical solving scheme is applied. After the equilibrium swelling state of
the gel was determined by solving the Katchalsky model, the gel is put
in a hypothetical press. The volume is decreased in NC small steps until
the pressure necessary to reach this state is larger than pmax. The actual
number of NC has to be determined on the fly, since it is a priori not known
when this state might be reached. This process is repeated NT times until
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the desired concentration difference is achieved. Again, the actual value of
NT depends on the chosen conditions. From the thus acquired pressure
volume curves for cycle j the work performed on the gel can be calculated
as
Wj =
NC∑
i
pi∆Vi . (2.142)
The work per unit volume of that cycle can then be computed by
ηi =
Wi
Vi
, (2.143)
here Vi denotes the total volume of the expelled water. After the salt
concentration drops below cmin the total energy cost of the whole set of
cycles can be computed as
ηT =
NT∑
i
ηi . (2.144)
This can of course only be a lower bound, since no friction, that would
naturally occur in a real press, is taken into account. Furthermore, the step
in the model, where the gel swells to equilibrium in the beginning requires a
large reservoir of solution with the intermediate salt concentrations, which
could be introduced in the model, but would also require an additional
parameter – the amount of excess water to achieve before the next cycle
could begin.
2.9 Summary
This chapter introduced the basic language and framework for treating
statistical mechanics problems involving polymer concepts and charged
particles. Most importantly, the thermodynamic reference system for the
polyelectrolyte hydrogel – charge free polymers and polymer gels – was
outlined. These systems have been under investigation for a long time
and many of their aspects are common textbook knowledge, the findings
by Flory [15] for example. This knowledge is used as a foundation to
extend the theories to incorporate the effects of charges. To this end, the
theoretical work by Katchalsky et al . [12] was presented in sec. 2.8, which
builds on top of the aforementioned theories that were set up by Flory
and many others.
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This chapter was also intended to introduce the notion of additivity
for the free energy, commonly referred to as the Flory-Rehner hypothesis
[27], which is a crucial assumption in terms of the model construction.
Another aspect that also occurs in the absence of polymeric material,
the partitioning of simple electrolyte solutions in contact with each other
through semipermeable membranes, viz. Donnan-like equilibria [11], was
highlighted. This model captures, at least qualitatively, the leading effects
and will be later used to assess the performance of more complicated
models.
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Machines take me by
surprise with great
frequency.
(Alan Turing)
The following chapter is intended to connect the fundamentals of statistical
physics to computer experiments, viz. simulations. In this part fundamental
algorithms that were employed in this thesis, will be described. It will
start with a brief description of the software package that was used to
perform the computer experiments. This will be followed by the two most
basic approaches to computer experiments, namely molecular dynamics
simulations and Monte Carlo based simulations.
3.1 ESPR E S S O
Since all the simulations in the presented thesis were performed with
ESPResSo it seems rational to justify this choice and present the core
features of this Molecular Dynamics software package. ESPResSo is
an open source software that collects a large number of state of the art
algorithms for present day MD simulation work [108]. Per design, it is
flexible and easily extensible as the name, “Extensible Simulation Package
for Research on Soft matter”, suggests. It was chosen most and for all
because of this extensibility that is due to the provided easy script interface.
By now it has become even more convenient, since the scripting interface
was changed from TCL to python (as of version ESPResSo 3.3.0, a
preliminary python interface is included). It is furthermore well suited
to investigate problems in the realm of soft matter (like hydrogels) since
various strong and fast solvers for electrostatic properties are included. For
this work, the openly accessible development code was used (https://www.
github.com/espressomd). This allowed to access the current state of the
art code base, and additionally to modify that code base to include/create
some necessary features. Part of the extensibility stems from the separation
of the main simulation engine, which is written in C (later C++) and
the scripting interface. The core part thus contains the main simulation
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code, the MD integrators, the interaction calculations etc., which can
be controlled interactively or by a script through the script interface.
In this way, arbitrary thermodynamic ensembles can be realised just by
manipulations on the scripting level. This is useful to test or develop
different algorithms, because implementations with scripting languages are
usually easier to do than in compiled high level languages. However, for
performance reasons, the algorithms are often transferred to the compiled
core part later on.
Modifications that were made by me can be tracked through my GitHub
alias (richter-t). Noteworthy contributions are some helper constructs to
simplify simulations in the grand canonical ensemble. In that ensemble it
is necessary to keep track of particles that are subject to exchange with the
reservoir. This can be (reasonably) easy done via the scripting interface,
but suffers from a slow performance, so a generalised structure to keep
track of such information was embedded in the core code on the C-level. I
furthermore debugged and tested, and finally corrected the implementation
of the stress tensor calculation for electrostatic interactions employing the
P 3M algorithm.
When using ESPResSo, one usually starts by compiling the source
code on the machine the experiments are to be performed. For this, one
has to choose the necessary algorithmic features that are going to be used
in the simulations. For the simulations of the hydrogel, the bare minimum
set of features is ELECTROSTATICS and LENNARD_JONES. It is advantageous
in terms of performance to only compile in the minimal set of features to
avoid any unnecessary overhead.
3.2 Molecular Dynamic Simulations
Molecular dynamic simulations are a brute force approach for directly
sampling possible trajectories of many body systems. This approach is,
at least in spirit, similar to solving complicated differential equations by
numerical integration, because there is no way (perceivable) to arrive at
analytic results. The difference here being, that the underlying differen-
tial equations for the statistical mechanical system are rather simple, i.e.
Newtons equation of motion. But those systems have so many degrees of
freedom that an analytic approach becomes impossible, as already a system
with three “particles” that interact with gravitational forces cannot be
solved analytically. As already outlined a molecular dynamics simulation
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works by numerically integrating the underlying equation of motion. For
the considered classical systems this is Newtons equation:
x¨i = Fi/mi , (3.1)
where xi is the position of particle i, Fi the force acting on it and mi
its mass. The dots above x indicate the second derivative with respect
to time. One prerequisite to work with this approach is to specify the
initial conditions, i.e. the positions and velocities of all particles at some
arbitrary time t0. Another non-trivial ingredient is the calculation of the
forces that act on the particles. This will be covered in a later section.
For now it suffices to say that the forces may be solely constructed from
pairwise interactions, but their origin is of no concern when introducing
the algorithm to numerically integrate Newtons equation 3.1. One widely
applied technique to this end is the velocity verlet algorithm [108–110].
3.2.1 Velocity Verlet Integration Scheme
This time integration scheme is based on a Taylor expansion of the spatial
trajectory x(t):
x(t+ τ) = x(t) + v(t)τ + F(t)
τ2
2m
+O(τ3) . (3.2)
In this simplest form the velocity v is just calculated via
v(t+ τ) = v(t) + F(t)
τ
m
+O(τ2) , (3.3)
which leads in the end to an Euler integration scheme, which is not suited
for MD simulations [65]. It is instead more useful to investigate the Taylor
expansion for the trajectory x at t+ τ and t− τ :
x(t+ τ) = x(t) + v(t)τ + F
τ2
2m
+
τ3
6
...
x(t) +O(τ4) , (3.4)
x(t− τ) = x(t)− v(t)τ + F τ
2
2m
− τ
3
6
...
x(t) +O(τ4) , (3.5)
when those two equations are added together, one arrives at the Verlet
algorithm [65, 111]:
x(t+ τ) = 2x(t)− x(t− τ) + F(t)τ
2
m
+O(τ4) . (3.6)
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The most notable feature is that it needs only the force at time t and the
position of the last iteration while at the same time having an error of
order in τ4.
In an actual implementation a slight variation is introduced. The veloci-
ties are computed first at t+ τ/2, which is then used to arrive at a new
position. After that the velocity is updated again to arrive at v(t + τ),
which is the velocity Verlet algorithm:
(i) : v(t+ τ/2) = v(t) + τ
F(t)
2m
, (3.7)
(ii) : x(t+ τ) = x(t) + τv(t+ τ/2) , (3.8)
(iii) : v(t+ τ) = v(t+ τ/2) + τ
F(t+ τ)
2m
. (3.9)
This yields a time integration scheme that is (a) time reversible, (b)
symplectic (energy conserving) and (c) numerically stable.
3.3 Force Calculation
As already demonstrated it is necessary to be able to calculate the forces of
a given particle configuration in order to apply any sort of time integration
scheme. The systems that are investigated in this work use only pairwise
additive bonded and non-bonded forces. Both of them can be calculated
as the gradient to radially symmetric potential
F = −∇φ(r) . (3.10)
The Lennard-Jones Potential aims to model the interactions of noble
gases like Helium, Neon, Argon etc. As such, it shows a strong repulsion at
distances smaller than the diameter of the considered “atoms” and a small
attractive region at larger distances. An additional design goal was to make
it computationally friendly as it originated at a time where computers just
emerged and calculation power was scarce.
φLJ(r) = 4ε
[(σ
r
)12
−
(σ
r
)6]
, (3.11)
here ε is a measure for the strength of the attraction, i.e. the depth of the
attractive region and σ defines the spatial extension of the potential.
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Figure 9: The Lennard-Jones and the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) po-
tential.
Closely related to the Lennard-Jones potential is the Weeks-Chandler-
Anderson potential (WCA), which cuts off the potential right at the mini-
mum r = 21/6σ and shifts the curve such that it reaches zero at that point
[112]. This potential is then only repulsive, but it smoothly goes to zero
φWCA(r) =
{
4ε
[(
σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6
+ 1
4
]
for r < 21/6σ
0 otherwise
. (3.12)
The Finite-Extensible-Nonlinear-Elastic Potential on the other
hand aims to model a finitely extensible bond between two distinct particles.
Its potential reads:
φFENE(r) = −1
2
K∆rmax ln
[
1−
(
r − r0
∆rmax
)2]
, (3.13)
here K defines the stiffness of the potential, ∆rmax the maximum extension
before the bond breaks and r0 is an optional shift for the position of the
absolute minimum of the potential [38].
All of the potentials and forces defined up to this point are short ranged,
which allows to truncate their range of influence.
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3.3.1 Verlet and Cell Lists
At this point no effort was made to actually perform a force calculation
in the frame of a computer experiment. Since we restricted ourselves to
pairwise additive forces only, it is still necessary to add up those forces
for each pair of particles individually. A straight forward implementation
looping over all pairs of particles would lead to an algorithm that has
to perform O(N2) operations whenever all forces need to be calculated.
This also means the computation time would grow with the same order,
limiting the possible size of computer experiments tremendously. However,
for short-ranged pairwise additive interactions, there are several possible
ways to reduce the scaling of the algorithm to O(N).
The general idea can be best explained when introducing Verlet-lists
[111, 113]. For every particle in the simulated system a list is created,
that contains all other particles that are within the reach of the applied
interaction potential. This means all particles j that are in a sphere around
particle i with a radius ≈ rcut, which is the cut-off radius beyond which
it is “safe” to cut-off the potential, are saved in a particular list that
corresponds to particle i. Those lists have to be created only once1 and
have to be updated from time to time, whose details depend on the actual
implementation. In a real implementation the sphere of influence extends
beyond the value of rcut for a shell of thickness σs, which is known as skin.
Because it makes sense to also track particles that are likely to come closer
than rcut during the next couple of integration steps.
A more versatile, yet less elegant, variation of this idea are the so
called cell-lists [65, 114]. Here the simulation volume is divided into cubes
with a side-length of a > rcut and all particles that happen to be in a
particular cube are associated in one list corresponding to this cube2.
The reason why this reduces the computational effort of calculating all
pairwise interactions of short-ranged interaction is best understood when
considering large simulations, where the simulation volume is divided
into very many of those cubes. In order to calculate the total force of a
particle in a particular cube, one now needs to consider only those potential
interaction partners that are situated in adjacent cubes, which are neatly
sorted in the cell-lists.
1Creation of the verlet lists and sorting of the particles is quite demanding O(N2),
but once created the important force calculation scales like O(N).
2In contrast to the Verlet-list the creation of the cell-list is an algorithm that scales
linear in N .
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Depending on the system under investigation both algorithms may be
combined to minize the overall computational effort.
3.3.2 Long-ranged Interactions
Treating long-ranged interactions in computer simulations poses great
difficulties. The most prominent features of those is, that truncation can
lead to arbitrary errors in the calculation of forces, which are at the core of
MD simulations. Since none of the introduced algorithms for the treatment
of short-ranged interactions can be used, one might expect, that simple
loops over all particle pairs solves the problem at the simple cost of having
an algorithm whose computation time scales with O(N2). But here, the
often applied periodic boundary conditions rule out such a treatment.
Interestingly, this problem was solved long before it arose in computer
simulations, at least on a theoretical basis. The solution to the treatment
of long-ranged interactions, most prominently electrostatics, dates back
to 1921 when Paul Ewald [115] tried to calculate the energies of simple
ionic crystals. His fundamental idea was to split the electrostatic potential
in two parts: (a) one that decays/converges quickly in real space and (b)
a part that is periodic and smooth, hence quickly converging in Fourier
space. Formally:
φC(r) =
1
4piε
∑
i
qi
|r − ri| (3.14)
=
1
4piε
∑
i
qi
(
f(r)
|r − ri| −
f(r)− 1
|r − ri|
)
(3.15)
the splitting function f(r) is arbitrary, but usually the complementary
error function is employed. This makes the first term in eqn. 3.15 converge
quickly in real space, so that this part can be treated using common
techniques dealing with short-ranged interactions. The remaining part has
to be dealt with in Fourier space. One possible algorithm to apply here is
the so called Particle-Particle-Particle Mesh algorithm P 3M [116].
3.3.3 P 3M Algorithm
At this point only the Fourier space portion of the electrostatic interaction
energy needs to be computed. In context of a molecular dynamics simula-
tion, this computation has to be as fast and efficient as possible. To this
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end, the charges in the system are mapped onto a regular three-dimensional
grid, which is subject to a discrete Fourier transformation. As this grid
is evenly spaced, an implementation of the Fast-Fourier-Transformation
(FFT) algorithm can be employed. From the Fourier transformed charge
density, the electrostatic potential, and thus the electric field, and finally
the force acting on charged particles, can be computed. A side effect of
exploiting Fourier analysis is that periodic boundary conditions are auto-
matically taken care of. This is the main idea behind most algorithms that
treat some kind of long-ranged interactions by using Fourier transforms.
Apart from that there are very many technical details, which influence
performance and accuracy of the algorithm. To name a few, there is first
the question about the mesh size, many choices are possible for mapping
the discrete charges onto a grid. Several interpolations might be applied.
Furthermore calculating the electric field from the potential involves a
derivative, which can be calculated analytically in Fourier space or nu-
merically in real space after the back transformation. Then, of course, the
other parameters need to be fixed, most importantly the Ewald splitting
parameter, and the splitting function. In the version of the P 3M algorithm
that is implemented in the software package ESPResSo, the splitting
function is the complementary error function. On top of that, a tuning
algorithm is able to find suitable parameters (mesh size, splitting parameter
etc) given a target accuracy. A first implementation was due to Eastwood
et al . [117]. Since then this algorithm was subject to modifications and
optimisations [118, 119], but the core idea remained untouched. There are
more algorithms that can tackle the calculation of long-ranged interactions,
but for problems concerned in this thesis the P 3M algorithm is most
suitable.
3.4 Thermostat
Using the techniques that were described until now to perform a simulation,
would restrict them to the microcanonical ensemble. For MD it is, in many
cases, beneficial to be able to simulate in the canonical ensemble at a desired
temperature, or in various other ensembles, respectively. That way the
system setup can be made much easier, because setting up initial momenta
for the particles is not necessary, the thermostat will take care to produce
the correct velocity distribution for the particles, given enough simulation
steps. There are many different approaches for including thermalisation
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in the simulation framework, like the Berendsen thermostat or the Nosé
Hoover thermostat to name a few [65]. In ESPResSo, thermostating
can be provided via the Langevin equation, where particles are subject to
friction and random forces. The equation of motion for a single particle
becomes
mix¨i = −∇φ(xi)− γtx˙i +W(t) , (3.16)
where γt characterises the friction of the virtual liquid the particles are
embedded in — and by virtue of the Stokes-Einstein relation also the
single particle diffusion coefficient — and W(t) is a random force with
zero mean value and the following autocorrelation
〈W(t)W(τ)〉 = 6kBTγtδ(t− τ) . (3.17)
The thermostat is thus almost completely characterised. The actual distri-
bution of random forces has to only fulfil the autocorrelation condition
eqn. 3.17. Common choices for the distribution are Gaussian or uniform.
Since in this formulation the thermostat acts on the level of forces this can
be easily embedded in the Velocity-Verlet integration scheme [65].
3.5 Monte Carlo Method
Monte Carlo simulations are fundamentally different from the MD sim-
ulation technique. Here, the particle trajectories are of no importance
at all, and usually don’t bear any meaning. The main goal is to sample
the accessible phase space by stochastic methods. The conceptual idea
reaches far back to the work of Metropolis and others [120], where this
scheme was introduced first to apply the Monte Carlo method to statistical
mechanics simulations. The term Monte Carlo is synonym for a plethora
of different techniques where numerical problems are solved by exploiting
stochastic methods. The most basic might be the evaluation of a simple
one-dimensional integral like
I =
∫ 1
0
dxf(x) . (3.18)
Unlike the common numerical integration where the function f is evaluated
on a discrete regular mesh, points for evaluation are drawn randomly over
the interval, where the function is to be computed. The merit of this
technique lies in the fact that even integrals of very high dimensionality
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can be computed. Furthermore, the sampling points do not necessarily need
to be evenly distributed over the integration interval. This is especially
important when dealing with statistical mechanics, where a huge portion of
accessible phase space does in fact have a negligible weight. The process of
choosing sample points with a large weight is termed importance sampling
[65], and makes this technique so valuable. When applying the Monte-Carlo
method to problems in statistical mechanics, one is usually interested in
evaluating mean values of some observable A, which take the form of eqn.
2.9. Formulated for the canonical ensemble this reads
〈A〉 =
∫
dpdq a(p, q; t) exp [−βH(p, q)]∫
dpdq exp [−βH(p, q)] ,
=
∫
dpdq a(p, q; t) exp [−βH(p, q)] /Z . (3.19)
Then a very efficient way to evaluate eqn. 3.19 is to draw N points (pi, qi)
in phase space according to the distribution exp[−βH(p,q)]
Z
and evaluate the
observable there. The sought average 〈A〉 can then be approximated as
〈A〉 ≈ 1
N
N∑
i
a(pi, qi) , (3.20)
i.e. as an unweighted average. One way to generate configurations according
to the canonical probability distribution is the Metropolis algorithm [120].
3.5.1 Metropolis Monte Carlo
Since the employed scheme to access the grand canonical ensemble is based
solely on the Metropolis algorithm, only core ideas will be explained for
the simple case of a canonical ensemble simulation. The simulation starts
by creating a random configuration (p0, q0) with potential energy V (p0, q0).
Then a small spatial displacement ∆ is applied and the potential energy of
the new configuration is calculated V (p0, q0 + ∆). The new configuration
is then accepted with
p =
{
1 if V (p0, q0 + ∆) < V (p0, q0)
exp [−β(V (p0, q0 + ∆)− V (p0, q0))] otherwise
.
(3.21)
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This procedure is then repeated until a desired statistical accuracy is
reached. Adding Monte Carlo like moves to MD simulations is a common
technique. Popular applications are simulations in the isobaric ensemble,
or as in this thesis, simulations in the grand canonical ensemble or the
reaction ensemble.
3.5.2 Simulation in the Grand Canonical Ensemble
Most simulation software packages offer to simulate in the canonical or
isobaric ensemble out of box. Simulating in the grand canonical ensemble
usually requires some extra programming. This is one reason why the
ESPResSo simulation package is used, because it offers a fully pro-
grammable interface in Tcl, which allows to manipulate the system in a
variety of ways.
The main feature of the grand canonical ensemble is that particles
may be exchanged with a reservoir. In the simulation context this means
particles can be added and removed with certain probabilities. Frenkel and
Smit [65] explain in great detail how to get from a molecular dynamics
simulation in the canonical ensemble to a MD simulation in the grand
canonical ensemble. The core idea is to facilitate the particle exchange
by Monte Carlo moves that are executed in between the common (NV T )
MD simulation steps. We start with the derivation of the addition and
removal of single particles. From the definition of the grand canonical
partition sum (eqn. 2.26), and the corresponding distribution function
(eqn. 2.27) one can derive the Metropolis acceptance criteria for adding
and removing a particle by simply comparing the probability of finding N
or N + 1 particles in the system. Formally, this can be written as:
acc(N → N + 1) = fN+1(qˆN+1)
fN (qˆN )
,
=
V
(N + 1)Λ
exp
(
−H(qˆN+1)−H(qˆN )− µ
kBT
)
. (3.22)
The same formalism works on the particle removal:
acc(N → N − 1) = fN−1(qˆN−1)
fN (qˆN )
,
=
NΛ
V
exp
(
−H(qˆN−1)−H(qˆN ) + µ
kBT
)
. (3.23)
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In the current formulation the thermal wavelength enters the acceptance
probabilities explicitly, which can be easily avoided by expressing the full
chemical potential by its ideal and excess contributions µ = µideal + µex =
kBT ln
[
Λ3N
V
]
+ µex. Then eqn. 3.22 can be written as
acc(N → N + 1) = V
(N + 1)Λ3
exp[−β(−µ+ ∆U)]
= exp[−β(− ln ρext
ρ
− µex + ∆U)] . (3.24)
Similarly, the acceptance probability for particle removal now reads as:
acc(N → N − 1) = exp[−β(ln ρext
ρ
+ µex + ∆U)] . (3.25)
3.5.3 Metropolis Acceptance Probabilities for Ion Pairs
In the actual simulation, the ions are added in pairs in order to enforce
the charge neutrality. The probability p+−of adding an ion pair is p−p+:
padd+− =
ρext
ρ+
exp
(−β(−µ+ex + ∆U+) ρext
ρ−
exp
(−β(−µ−ex + ∆U−))
=
ρ2ext
ρ+ρ−
exp
(−β(−µ+ex − µ−ex + ∆U+ + ∆U−)) . (3.26)
By construction the excess chemical potentials of the (monovalent) ions
simply add up µ+ex + µ−ex = µex. This is also assumed to be true for the
energy difference ∆U for each insertion step, hence it is assumed that the
energy difference of inserting the ions individually adds up to adding the
ions together as pair.
The same calculation works for the removal:
prem+− =
ρ−ρ+
ρ2ext
exp (−β(µex + ∆U)) . (3.27)
3.5.4 Simulation in the Reaction Ensemble
Similar to extending a common MD simulation to the grand canonical
ensemble, chemical reactions can be included by employing MC moves
based on the reaction ensemble (see section 2.3). The aim here is to include
a simple acid dissociation reaction
HA↔ H+ +A− . (3.28)
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In chemistry those reactions are typically characterised by an equilibrium
dissociation constant Kdiss = [H
+][A−]
[HA]
. When we identify the parameter
Γ from equation 2.52 with the equilibrium dissociation constant, those
acceptance probabilities can be readily implemented in a MC move for a
simulation. This method can also be applied to reactions of the type:
∅ ↔ A+B , (3.29)
where this algorithm is used to enforce a chemical equilibrium of species A
and B with an external reservoir, where the equilibrium reaction constant
is defined as Kgc = [A][B]. Then this approach is equivalent to applying a
grand canonical simulation scheme. For a reaction move of this kind the
acceptance probabilities read
Pforward = min
(
1, V 2Kgc
1
(NA + 1)(NB + 1)
exp(−β∆U)
)
, (3.30)
Pbackward = min
(
1, V −2K−1gc NANB exp(−β∆U)
)
. (3.31)
Those can be compared to the classical grand canonical scheme and the sim-
ple relation between reaction constant, concentration and excess chemical
potential can be found:
Kgc = exp[βµ
AB
ex ]%A%B , (3.32)
where %A and %B are the concentrations of species A and B in the reser-
voir and µABex their respective excess chemical potential. This means the
reaction ensemble method and the grand canonical algorithm can be made
completely equivalent. The only difference lies in the choice of input param-
eters. However, in the case of multiple reactions, i.e. equilibrating against a
reservoir that contains a 1:1 electrolyte (NaCl) and a strong acid (e.g. HCl)
then the excess chemical potential depends on the overall composition, so
that µNaClex = f(%NaCl, %HCl).
With this algorithm it is possible to simulate weak polyelectrolytes,
where individual monomers of the chain can undergo dissociation and
association reactions depending on the local environment.
3.5.5 Simulation of pH Dependent Effects
There are already several methods that allow the examination of pH de-
pendent effects in computer simulations. However, many of those introduce
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various approximations, that can limit the range of applicability. This sec-
tion intends to introduce a simulation scheme that captures pH dependent
effects consistently on the coarse grained level. The method is based on
the reaction ensemble method introduced earlier. More specifically, we
are interested in simulating a two-phase system where one phase is the
reservoir at a given salt concentration and pH. The pH of the reservoir
will be achieved by using a strong acid. In the coarse-grained description
the ions of the salt and the acid will be indistinguishable, i.e. share the
same interaction parameters. Employing this simplification leads to the
result: the excess chemical potential of either species will only depend on
the total concentration, or equivalently the ionic strength3. This means
once the concentration dependence of the excess chemical potential of an
ionic solution was measured, those results can be used to calculate the
reaction constants for eqns. 3.30 and 3.31. There is one not so obvious
reaction that has to be included in this scheme. That is the autoprotolysis
of water. Even when the water molecules themselves are coarse-grained
out, this reaction can be important in certain ranges of pH and certain
compositions. Since we aim at a general description this reaction has to
be included. It is characterised by the reaction constant
Kw = 10
−14 mol
2
L2
. (3.33)
Having characterised the reservoir it is now possible to simulate the system
of interest as the second phase, which in our case will contain a weak (poly-)
acid. Because pH and salt concentration are treated explicitly, it is possible
to relate the internal and external values for the salt concentration and
the pH.
3.6 Widom Particle Insertion
Simulations in classical ensembles are usually inept for determining free
energies directly [65]. For the grand canonical simulation technique, how-
ever, the chemical potential for a broad range of salt concentrations needs
to be known. To tackle this problem, we employ an algorithm that was
proposed by Benjamin Widom in 1963 [121].
3Performing Widom particle insertion for indistinguishable entities will yield indis-
tinguishable results.
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It uses the general idea, that the chemical potential is the energy required
to add one particle to the system, i.e. is the partial derivative of the free
energy (or Gibbs free energy) with respect to particle number N :
µα =
(
∂G
∂Nα
)
pTNβ 6=α
=
(
∂F
∂Nα
)
V TNβ 6=α
, (3.34)
where G is the Gibbs free energy and F the Helmholtz free energy. In the
isochoric ensemble, which is used in the simulations, the Helmholtz free
energy F is the thermodynamic potential. The free energy is related to the
partition sum Z: F = −kBT lnZ. For the thermodynamic equilibrium the
partition sum only depends on the interaction potentials of the involved
particles, hence:
Z(N,V, T ) =
V N
ΛdNN !
∞∫
−∞
drN exp
[
−βU(rN )
]
, (3.35)
where N is the number of particles, Λ the thermal wavelength, β the inverse
thermal energy and U(rN ) the interaction potential. The differentiation in
eqn. 3.34 can be executed as difference quotient, hence
µα = −kBT ln Z(N + 1, V, T )
Z(N,V, T )
. (3.36)
This leads directly to:
µex = −kBT
∞∫
−∞
drN+1〈exp(−β∆U)〉N , (3.37)
for the excess chemical potential [65]. ∆U = U(rN+1)−U(rN ) is the energy
difference between the systems with N+1 and N particles. The mean value
of this Boltzmann factor in the N -particle system for all possible positions
gives the excess chemical potential. The value of this integral 3.37 can be
sampled by means of a Monte Carlo algorithm. That means in a common
(N,V, T ) MD simulation at the target concentration, where the chemical
potential is to be computed, an ion pair is placed at a random position
within the simulation volume (each ion at a independently chosen position).
Then the Boltzmann factor is computed and added to the average. The ion
pair is removed again and the procedure repeats. After a chosen number
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of trial insertions, the system is propagated by means of MD to create
a new configuration where the chemical potential is probed. This whole
procedure is then again repeated until the desired statistical accuracy is
reached. Technically it is also possible to exclusively use Monte Carlo
techniques to sample different phase space configurations, but here the
hybrid MC/MD is more efficient, since MD is faster for generating new
configurations than MC where only single particles are displaced randomly.
In this circumstance the MD can be viewed as a parallel realisation of
the individual MC displacements. Implementing this algorithm is straight
forward. There is only one issue one has to keep in mind while implementing
this algorithm in a MD framework and that is to take care that particles
may not come too close to each other, i.e. a shielding radius should be
implemented as well.
3.7 Measuring Elastic Constants
As indicated in section 2.2, determining the elastic constants from simula-
tions requires sampling the pressure- or equivalently the stress-tensor. This
is accomplished by taking an equilibrium configuration of the gel system.
Onto this system a small strain is applied in the z-direction. It is either
under small tension using εzz = 0.01 or a slight compression εzz = −0.01.
For common short-ranged interactions the stress tensor P components are
calculated via the established virial relation
P =
1
V
∑
i
(
1
mi
pipi +
all forces on i∑
ν
r
(ν)
i′ f
(ν)
i
)
. (3.38)
In the presence of electrostatic interactions that are treated with the P 3M
algorithm, where the interactions are split into an short-ranged part and a
long-ranged part, evaluated in Fourier space, the forces due to the short
ranged part are calculated as usual with eqn. 3.38. The remaining long
range contribution to the stress tensor P is calculated via [122, 123]
Pk =
1
2V 2
∑
k 6=0
4pi
k2
exp
[
− k
2
4α2
]
|ρ(k)|2
(
1− 2
(
1 +
k2
4α2
)
k⊗ k
k2
)
,
(3.39)
where α is the Ewald splitting parameter, ρ(k) is the Fourier transformed
charge density, after the assignment onto the grid.
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Parameter Simulation value SI value
Thermal energy 1.0 ε 300 K kB
γt 1.0 1/τ 0.459 THz
Lennard-Jones ε 1.0 300 K kB
Lennard-Jones σ 1.0 3.55Å
Time τ 1.0 2.18 · 10−12s
Fenek 10 ε/σ2 32.87 pN/nm
Fener 1.5 σ 5.325Å
Bjerrum length 2.0σ 7.1Å
Table 1: Core simulation parameters that all performed simulations in this thesis
share.
3.8 Simulation Protocol
All simulations for this work were performed with the ESPResSo simula-
tion package and follow a common scheme of setup, warm-up, equilibration
and production. In all simulations the Langevin thermostat provided
thermalisation. Non-bonded interactions are included in the form of the
Lennard-Jones potential. Bonded interactions are given by the FENE
potential, and electrostatic interaction are fully taken into account by the
P 3M algorithm tuned to a target precision of 10−4. Since ESPResSo
allows arbitrary unit systems, the reasoning behind the chosen set will
be given. In general, three independent units have to be fixed to define
a unit system. For the presented systems those will be energy, given by
the Lennard-Jones ε parameter, the length scale, given by the Lennard-
Jones σ parameter and the unit of mass4. Those are chosen such that
they are suitable to simulate a polymer system resembling poly-acrylic
acid at room temperature in aqueous solution. To this end the energy
unit is set ε = 300KkB, the length scale 2σ = λB = 7.1Å and the mass
unit m = 1.561 · 10−25kg. This system is used throughout the remainder
of this thesis. To actually perform the simulations in ESPResSo two
further parameters have to be set, those are the value for the skin and the
actual time_step. Those parameters were set for all simulations to 0.4σ
and 0.01τ , respectively.
In order to apply the grand canonical simulation scheme the chemical
4The mass is irrelevant in context of the thermodynamic simulation, but nonetheless
given to define a closed system of units.
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potentials of the 1:1 electrolyte have to be determined first. To this end
simulations with 2000 ion pairs were set up for a wide range of concen-
trations, and the chemical potentials were determined by Widom particle
insertion method [121]. Those simulations also yield the osmotic pressure
of the pure salt solution in dependence of concentration, which is necessary
to determine the equilibrium swelling of a hydrogel that is in contact with
a salt reservoir at that concentration. The system was setup by positioning
the 2000 ion pairs at random positions, and performing a set of warm-up
integrations applying force capping whereby slowly increasing the value
for the capping until it became unnecessary, and all possible particle over-
laps were resolved. After that, the system was propagated for a while to
allow for equilibration. This was followed by the Widom particle insertion
scheme, performing in the order of 100 trial insertions, after which the
system was again propagated by a set of MD steps. The statistical error
on the chemical potential thus measured became small enough, usually
after taking 5 · 105 samples.
The simulations of the hydrogel were performed in the semi-grand-
canonical ensemble, meaning salt ions could be exchanged with the reser-
voir but the polymer particles could not. The temperature in the system
was held constant by using the Langevin thermostat. The hydrogel was
modeled by 16 polymer chains that are interconnected by 8 tetrafunc-
tional nodes. This gel networks spans the whole simulation volume and
is connected to itself over the periodic boundaries, meaning we model
a macroscopically extended hydrogel without boundaries. To determine
the swelling equilibrium, we simulated different sizes of the simulation
box. The same principles as for the Widom particle insertion simulations
apply, i.e. first warming the system up and removing all overlaps, then
equilibrating and finally sampling observables of interest. Similar to the
Widom simulations, MD propagations and MC moves alternate to ensure
chemical equilibrium with the salt reservoir.
The same approach was used for the simulations of gels with slightly
modified geometry, i.e. including dangling ends, and for the weak poly-
electrolyte gel, where the set of MC moves was extended to include the
chemical reaction of the weak acid that made up the polyelectrolyte.
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3.9 Error Analysis
In many cases, especially when working with correlated data, the determi-
nation of the statistical error becomes more involved and simply calculating
the error by using the variance and the total number of data points severely
underestimates the actual statistical error. To get a better error estimate
all time series that were obtained by the simulations were analysed by
means of a binning analysis. A detailed explanation of this algorithm can
be found elsewhere [124], but the main idea is briefly outlined. The data
points are distributed in bins of equal size. After that the mean value is
calculated for each bin, followed by calculating the variance and apparent
error of the binned data. This procedure is repeated for increasing bin sizes.
When the bins contain data that is farther apart than the correlation time,
then the mean values calculated for the bins contain in fact artificially
created uncorrelated data based on the initial time series. Hence, the actual
statistical error can be calculated. If one were to plot the apparent error
of the binned mean values against the bin size, the apparent error would
initially increase and then converge to the actual error, corrected for the
encountered correlation. In the end the mean value of the ten last “errors”
were used. This algorithm was chosen because of its simplicity, and the
fact that it is applicable even for strongly correlated data.
The binning analysis works when the amount of data is rather large,
i.e. thousands of samples and more. There are other methods to estimate
statistical errors when the set of available data is small. In this case the
bootstrap algorithm was employed. The idea is as follows: from the set
of data a large subset is chosen at random, usually around 80 to 90% of
the data is used. This subset is then used to calculate the observables
of interest. The calculation can involve almost arbitrary mathematical
transformations, a fitting procedure, for example. This process is repeated
and the spread of values that are thus obtained for an observable are then
subject to statistical analysis and an error estimate can be calculated.
3.10 Summary
This chapter introduced the simulation software package ESPResSo,
which was used for all performed simulations. It also presented the core
concepts behind molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations, and
how those two approaches can be combined in order to access various
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thermodynamic ensembles. One very important aspect of MD simulations
is the integration scheme that propagates the simulated system forward
in time. In sec. 3.2.1 the velocity-Verlet integration scheme is derived by
means of a Taylor expansion, or equivalently by introducing discrete time
steps. Many MD simulation packages are built around this algorithm.
The application of both approaches, MD and MC, at the same time
is crucial to realise simulations in the grand canonical ensemble, or to
include chemical reaction equilibria, which are relevant for the hydrogel
system under investigation. To this end, the MC acceptance probabilities
for the insertion and removal of particles were derived, as well as the MC
acceptance probabilities for the acid-base reaction equilibrium that was
applied in the case of weak polyelectrolyte simulations. Furthermore, the
applied core algorithms for the thermostat, the force calculation, the applied
force-field itself, were explained in detail. Last but not least, the P 3M
algorithm and its core ideas were outlined, since charges and electrostatic
interactions play a major role in the swelling equilibria of polyelectrolyte
hydrogels.
Finally, the applied unit system and the general simulation protocol –
how the simulations were set up and what parameters were chosen for the
interactions and the thermostat – was shown. The chapter concludes with
some short remarks on the treatment and calculation of error estimates in
the context of molecular dynamics simulations and introduces two general
purpose algorithms to this end.
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Polyelectrolyte Gels
At the sight of what goes
on in the world, the most
misanthropic of men must
end by being amused, and
Heraclitus must die
laughing.
(Nicolas Chamfort)
4.1 Reservoir Characterisation
4.1.1 Widom Particle Insertion
Since the knowledge of the chemical potential is crucial for simulations in
the grand-canonical ensemble, those results will be discussed first. In fig.
10 the excess chemical potential for different values of the Bjerrum length
are shown together with experimental data obtained on sodium chloride. It
can be seen that, for the ratio of particle size to Bjerrum length of 0.5, the
experimental data matches the simulation results quite well up to fairly
high concentrations of roughly 0.1 mol
L
. The theoretical line in the plot 10
is based on the empirical Davies approximation widely used in applied
chemistry. Formally this equation is based on the extended Debye-Hückel
theory [125] and reads
µex = −2Az2
√
I¯
1 +
√
I¯
, (4.1)
where I¯ denotes the unitless ionic strength I¯ = I
√
L/mol, z the valency of
the ions and A is an empirical parameter, which takes the value of 0.51kBT
in our case. Increasing the size of the particles leads to a strong upwards
shift of the excess chemical potential and moves the onset of excluded
volume interactions to lower concentrations. The main result to draw from
this figure is that the choice of σ = 0.5λB is very close to sodium chloride
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and will be used as reference value for the further simulations. Assuming
a value of 7.1Å for λB, this means the ions have an effective diameter
(including the hydration shell) of 3.55Å.
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Figure 10: Excess chemical potential in dependence of salt concentration.
Having covered the chemical equilibrium, the mechanical equilibrium
has to be considered as well. In this context we need to know the pressure
exerted by a coarse-grained salt solution. The osmotic pressure was obtained
simultaneously with the excess chemical potential. Since the pressure is,
over a fairly big range, dominated by the ideal osmotic pressure P idosm =
kBT
∑
i %i, the relative deviations, i.e. the excess osmotic pressure, are
plotted instead of absolute pressure values. The fit, with an arbitrary
function for interpolation, through the data was tailored such that it
fits best up to the concentration of 0.2 mol/L, which was the highest
concentration that was used in the hydrogel simulations. The values at
higher concentrations were not taken into account. In this range (cs ≤
0.2 mol/L) the Coulomb interaction leads to a reduction of the total
pressure.
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Figure 11: Relative excess pressure of the pure salt solution in dependence of
salt concentration.
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4.1.2 Test of the Grand-Canonical Algorithm
As a simple test of the grand canonical integration scheme an empty box
was equilibrated against a salt reservoir at two different salt concentrations
fed with the excess chemical potentials obtained from the Widom particle
insertion. To this end a simulation box was set up, such that, given the
algorithm works, on average 1000 ion pairs at the chosen concentration
would be present after equilibration. The initial box was not completely
empty but contained only half the target salt concentration. The result is
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Figure 12: Empty box check for two different salt concentrations. The target
bulk concentrations are indicated as dashed lines.
shown in fig. 12, the concentration slowly grows until the desired target
concentration, indicated by horizontal dashed lines, was reached and then
fluctuates around that value. The simulations ran much longer than shown
in the figure. The convergence rate can be influenced by the number
of MC trial moves that are executed after every integration cycle. For
the shown data after every integration cycle (20τ) 50 MC trial moves
were performed. The concentrations reached the equilibrium value after
roughly 2000τ , which means 5000 MC steps were enough to reach the
target concentration.
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Figure 13: Empty box check for a reservoir containing salt and a strong acid.
The reservoir concentrations are indicated by the dashed lines.
4.1.3 Test of the Grand-Canonical Algorithm for Multiple
Species
Having confirmed that the grand-canonical integration schemes performs
as intended it is now applied to create a reservoir which is characterised by
salt concentration and pH. The conditions for the check are the same as
in the previous case. A simulation is set up with a fraction of the particles
that are expected at equilibrium i.e. the concentrations in the reservoir.
Then the algorithm is applied to equilibrate the salt concentration and the
pH in the simulation box. The pH is controlled through the concentration
of a strong acid, in this case HCl, which shares the same anion with
the salt NaCl. Cases with no shared ions can be investigated as well by
adapting the corresponding input parameters. In this case instead of using
the grand canonical scheme to equilibrate for multiple species it is more
convenient to express the reservoir parameters through artificial reaction
rates KABgc = exp
[
βµABex
]
%A%B . This contracts all parameters into one
number. Figure 13 shows the development of the salt andH+ concentrations
inside the simulation box. The chosen bulk concentrations were 0.01mol/l
for the salt and 10−4 mol/l for the strong acid. The concentrations again
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Figure 14: Applying the empty box check to a case with a large concentration
difference.
approach the values of the reservoir and then fluctuate around this value.
By construction this method is bound to fail, when the concentrations of
both species are far apart, because this either means dealing with huge
particle numbers such that both species occur frequently enough to reliably
sample their concentrations, or one species won’t be present at all. This
can be seen in fig. 14 where the concentration of H+ is zero most of the
time (not visible in the plot). Applying a more sophisticated sampling
scheme, for example a rare event sampling scheme like Wang-Landau [126,
127], would allow to increase the range of applicability. But even then
simulations around neutral pH (= 7 ≡ 10−7 mol/l) are not feasible with
this method in the context of usual simulations sizes; at least for the
parameters used in my study of hydrogels.
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Figure 15: Scaling of the mean end-to-end distance with the number of
monomers in the polymer chains at swelling equilibrium for two different
reservoir salt concentrations.
4.2 Scaling in Polyelectrolyte Gels
This section is intended to look at scaling relations for the end-to-end
distance Re = 〈|Re|〉 of the chains inside the polyelectrolyte gel and to
compare those to predictions of polyelectrolyte solutions. The reasoning
behind this is to further motivate the presented models, since they are
always based on the behaviour of single chains, i.e. have mean-field char-
acter. It therefore makes sense to test this assumption first. The data used
for the comparisons are taken from the equilibrium swelling properties of
the investigated strong polyelectrolyte gels, which are presented in more
detail later on.
In fig. 15 the scaling of the end-to-end distance Re with respect to the
number of monomers is shown. The first important result that can be
drawn from this data, is that the scaling is independent of the charge
fraction α, the actual value of the end-to-end distance is of course larger
for higher charge fraction. However the data shows that the scaling of the
Re follows common scaling prediction for self avoiding random walks. In
that respect the scaling seems not to depend on the fact, that the chains
are interconnected in a network.
Scaling theories for polymers are usually for the
√
〈Re2〉, this can also
be calculated in the simulations. In fig. 16 this is compared to the scal-
ing prediction proposed by B. Mann [52], where the effect of Manning
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Figure 16: Scaling of the square root of the mean squared end-to-end distance
Re with N for two salt concentrations.
condensation is included by rescaling the charge fraction α to
αeff =
{
α for α < b
λB
αmax =
b
λB
otherwise .
(4.2)
Whereas at infinite dilution of polyelectrolytes the extension
√
〈Re2〉
scales linearly with N , this changes in the presence of salt or upon higher
concentrations to the common Flory scaling with
√
〈Re2〉 ∝ Nν [87]. The
same can be seen in the data of fig. 16. For the lower salt concentrations,
the slope is steeper than the shown prediction, but for increasing salt
concentration the data soon approaches the prediction (cbs > 0.02 mol/l).
The deviations from the theory seem to be more pronounced when plotting
the
√
〈Re2〉 as compared to the mean end-to-end distance. This might be
a sampling issue, there are only 16 chains in the simulation box, by taking
the mean square of those, the numerical spread of values is squared as well.
Furthermore, the end-to-end distance, squared or absolute, has a rather
long correlation time, which might lead to those differences. But regardless
of these quantitative differences, the qualitative behaviour is captured well
in both cases. So in the gel context differentiating strictly between 〈|Re|〉
and
√〈R2e〉 does not seem necessary. In the following Re always refers to
the mean end-to-end distance 〈|Re|〉.
As shown in sec. 2.5.4 the scaling predictions for the end-to-end distance
with respect to the salt concentration, which can also be compared to the
simulations.
This is shown in fig. 17, the theoretical prediction is given in eqn. 2.75.
It fits surprisingly well to the simulation data. The prediction slightly
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Figure 17: Scaling of the end-to-end distance of the polyelectrolyte chains in
the gel with respect to the outer salt concentration.
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overestimates the influence of the salt concentration. At that approximate
level it doesn’t matter whether the concentration in- or outside of the
gel is used. The predicted slope will be the same. In conclusion it seems
appropriate to use mean field like models, i.e. models based on single chain
behaviour, to describe the behaviour of polyelectrolyte gels, similar to the
case of uncharged gels [15] and even charged gels in the salt free case [88].
4.3 Equilibrium Properties of Strong Polyelectrolyte
Gels
This section contains the main results of the work, the investigation of the
swelling equilibria of hydrogels in contact with salt reservoirs at different
salt concentrations. In the first part the salt partitioning between the gel
phase and the reservoir are discussed and compared to theory. This is
followed by a discussion of the equilibrium swelling properties found for
the gels, again the simulation data will be compared to theory. This work
systematically extends the simulations performed by B. Mann [88], where
the same system was investigated for the salt free case.
4.3.1 Salt Partitioning
The following set of plots show the salt partitioning between the reser-
voir and the gel phase for different salt concentrations in the reservoir.
Those results are always compared to the classical theory by Donnan [11],
which depends solely on the amount of “fixed” charges, which in this case
corresponds to the monomer concentration cp times the charge fraction
α. The salt concentration of the reservoir increases for subsequent plots
in figs. 18–22. By first looking at the overall shape of the plotted data it
becomes obvious that the at low salt concentrations a higher degree of
salt partitioning is reached, i.e. the concentration difference between the
reservoir and inside the gel is most significant there. The Donnan theory
already predicts this behaviour. However, for all investigated reservoir
salt concentrations, the Donnan theory systematically deviates from the
simulation results. The deviations increase for higher charge fractions on
the gels. The salt partitioning does not show any dependence on the length
of the connecting chains. Since the Donnan theory does not adequately
capture the systematic dependence of the salt partitioning on the charge
fraction an alternative theory was tested. The thin lines in the figures
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Figure 18: Salt partitioning between the reservoir and the gel domain expressed
through the ratio of salt concentration inside the gel and the reservoir.
Large symbols represent the simulation results, small symbols connected by
thin lines are the predictions of the Katchalsky model, the black line is the
prediction of the Donnan theory. Reservoir concentration is 0.01mol/l.
18 to 22 show the salt partitioning predictions by the Katchalsky model
[12] that was modified by us [31](see also sec. 2.8). This model predicts a
very weak dependence of the salt partitioning on the chain lengths N in
agreement with the simulation results. It furthermore successfully captures
the dependence on the charge fraction α. In this data set the limitations
of the model due to Katchalsky can be seen. It breaks down for elevated
charge fractions (α > 0.5), where this model predicts salt concentrations
inside the gel above the external reservoir concentration. This limitation is
inherent in this model, because it was derived for slightly charged polyelec-
trolytes [89]. So it works exceptionally well for the salt partitioning as long
as α is sufficiently small. In summary, the predictions of the Katchalsky
model in terms of the salt partitioning agree with the simulations very well
for the cases with lower reservoir salt concentration and weakly charged
gels. Increasing the salt concentration the overall agreement deteriorates.
The same is true for increasing the charge fraction above 0.5, where the
model fails even qualitatively.
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Figure 19: Salt partitioning between the reservoir and the gel domain. Reservoir
concentration is 0.02mol/l.
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Figure 20: Salt partitioning between the reservoir and the gel domain. Reservoir
concentration is 0.05mol/l.
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Figure 21: Salt partitioning between the reservoir and the gel domain. Reservoir
concentration is 0.1mol/l.
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Figure 22: Salt partitioning between the reservoir and the gel domain. Reservoir
concentration is 0.2mol/l.
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Figure 23: Radial distribution function between the node (crosslinking) particles
and the counter- and coions for a gel with N = 59 and cbs = 0.01mol/L at
the swelling equilibrium.
The reason for the systematic deviation between the simulation results
and the Donnan theory is the inhomogeneity that increases with the line
charge density α. If this is true then there should be a visible difference in
the radial distribution functions. To keep it simple the radial distribution
is calculated for the swelling equilibrium as if the system was spherically
symmetric for the node particles that connect the polymer chains. In
fig. 23 the radial distribution function between node particles and the
counter- and coions are shown for increasing charge fractions α for one
salt concentration, 0.01 mol/l in this case. From the perspective of the
node particles, the profiles of counter- and coions are affected stronger
for higher charge fractions. In the case of α = 1 there is also an effect on
the larger extensions R > 20, where the counterion distribution function
falls below one before it approaches unity at even greater distances. This
undulation is an indicator for overcharging [128–130], where the diffuse
layers of counterion rich and counterion depleted phases alternate. It could
also indicate Manning condensation [48, 49, 131], for α = 1 the Manning
criterion is fulfilled and the counterions should compensate for the too high
line charge density. If that simple picture would hold perfectly, then the
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coion profiles for α = 0.5, which is at the onset of Manning condensation,
and α = 1 should be the same, since the Manning condensation should lead
to compensating only the excess charge down to α = 0.5. Consequently the
“far field” profiles have to be the same. When one compares the difference
in the counterion profiles with the difference in the coions, then the coion
profiles are very close together, very few coions are excluded for α = 1 as
compared to α = 0.5. Similar plots for all other gel systems can be found
in the appendix.
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Figure 24: The left figure shows the ratio of the Debye screening length to the
Re for different gel swelling states. The right side shows the absolute value
of the Debye screening length, also for different swelling states.
4.3.2 Debye Length inside the Gel
The salt partitioning strongly influences the screening of the electrostatic
interactions and hence affects whether the polyelectrolytes behave more
like neutral polymers in the case of strong screening. To investigate this,
the Debye screening length λD = 1/
√
4piλB
∑
i z
2
i ci is an appropriate
observable, which depends on the valency zi and concentration ci of mobile
ions. In fig. 24 the ratio of the Debye screening length λD to the end to
end distance Re and the absolute value of λD is shown. As can be seen
in fig. 24 the Debye length inside the gel does not vary too strongly, it
increases for diluting the gel, which indicates less screening of electrostatic
interaction as the gel expands. It also indicates that the counterions play
a dominant role for the internal Debye screening length and that salt ions
that enter the gel, whose concentration also increases upon dilution of
the gel, from the reservoir do not fully compensate for this. Interestingly
the ratio of the Debye length to mean end to end distance remains rather
constant throughout all swelling states. This ration decreases slightly in
the shown plot for all charge fractions, except for α = 1, where this ratio
does slightly increase. This low value of the ratio λD/Re indicates that on
the length scale of the polymer (Re) electrostatic interaction play only a
minor role. This is consistent with the scaling results shown in sec. 4.2,
where the behaviour of almost unperturbed self avoiding random walks
was recovered. In general the Debye screening length decreases as the
salt concentration in the reservoir increases. The Debye length also varies
more strongly in the case of lower concentrations. Plots showing the Debye
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screening length and the ratio λD/Re for the other gel parameters can be
found in the appendix as figs. 66 and 67.
4.3.3 Swelling Equilibrium
In order to determine the swelling equilibrium a series of simulations had
to be performed for every parameter set. The results of those simulations
are shown below. The results are presented as external pressure (Pext =
Ptot − P sosm) versus relative extension, which is expressed through the
box length divided by the maximal achievable box length for completely
stretched chains1. External pressures larger than zero correspond to systems
under compression and below to systems under tension. The intersection
with Pext (see eqns. 2.136 and 2.137) was determined by fitting a second
order polynomial to the data and then solving for the intersection at
Pext = 0, where the total pressure inside the gel compensates for the
pressure exerted by a pure electrolyte solution with concentration cbs . To
additionally get an error estimate for the equilibrium swelling volume, the
bootstrapping method was applied (see section 3.9). The figure 25 displays
the pressure versus volume curves exemplary for one gel with N = 59
and different charge fractions. Similar plots for all other simulations can
be found in the appendix (fig. 69). The curves all slowly shift to the left,
to lower extensions, as the salt concentration of the reservoir increases.
Furthermore, the systems with higher charge fractions are shifted to the
right, to higher extensions, with respect to the ones with a lower charge
fraction. The figures also feature a parabolic fit to the pressure data to
show that a second order polynomial captures the significant features of
the data quite well.
The found equilibrium swelling states are summarised in fig. 26. For any
gel the equilibrium swelling smoothly decreases as the salt concentration
is increased. This is consistent with experimental findings on hydrogels in
good solvent [53, 54, 132]. Increasing the linear charge fraction α leads to
higher equilibrium swelling as expected. Gels with larger N reach higher
swelling states as the salt concentration is decreased. They are also much
more sensitive to changes in the salt concentration, since the gels with
N = 39 are quite close to the salt free equilibrium swelling state. For the
highest charge fraction, no predictions from the Katchalsky model are
1Lmax = Rmax(16/A)
1/3, for a simulation unit cell containing 16 connected polymer
chains.
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Figure 25: Externally applied pressure versus volume V 1/3 for the hydrogel
system with N = 59 in contact with a salt reservoir at 0.01mol/l.
shown, because this model completely fails for high charge fractions. For
the same reason the agreement between the Katchalsky model and the
simulation data deteriorates for increasing α. The agreement also becomes
worse in the direction of increasing chain lengths N .
In order to assess the applicability of the Katchalsky model, the pressure
versus volume data from the simulations is compared to the model predic-
tion. The plots in fig. 27 show the original model by Katchalsky, with Gaus-
sian chain elasticity – dashed lines, and our modified version – solid lines.
Starting with the data for the lowest salt concentration cbs = 0.01 mol/l,
the agreement between the simulation and the model is excellent for the
lowest charge fraction α = 1/8. The difference between the Gaussian
and the Langevin model is in this case quite small, but the modification
significantly pushes the intersection at 0 bar towards the simulation data.
The agreement then deteriorates slightly for α = 1/4 and 1/2, but remains
almost quantitative. For α = 1, however, the prediction is completely
off, also qualitatively. This is in no way surprising, since the model was
derived for slightly charged polyelectrolytes [12]. Increasing the reservoir
salt concentration leads to less agreement between the simulation data
and the model, even for the lower charge fractions. For cbs = 0.2 mol/l the
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Figure 26: Equilibrium swelling ratios for all investigated gels at different reser-
voir salt concentrations. The simulation results are compared to the model
due to Katchalsky [12], see sec. 2.8, using either the Gaussian elasticity
model, dashed lines, or the finitely extensible Langevin model, solid lines.
The empty points represent simulation results for the salt free case, which
were performed by B. Mann [88].
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unphysical undulations in the pressure versus volume curve appear for
α = 0.5 as slight bent. The model also fails to reproduce the slope from the
simulation data as cbs increases, but still predicts reasonable free swelling
equilibria at least for α = 1/8 and 1/4, even if the overall shape of the
curve is off, the intersections with P = 0 coincides with the simulation data
reasonably well for all cases except α = 1. Data for the other chain lengths
can be found in the appendix. The behaviour is qualitatively the same. The
only remarkable difference is that for N = 79 the deviations of the model
appear sooner, i.e. at lower salt concentrations and for lower α. For example
the Katchalsky prediction for a gel with N = 79 and α = 0.5 already
shows undulations at cbs = 0.05 mol/l. But for α < 0.5 the agreement is
very good in every case. There is minor detail concerning the calculation
of the pressure the reservoir exerts on the gel. For the simulations the
pressure due to the salt reservoir includes corrections for the excluded
volume and coulomb interactions. But for the analytical model only the
ideal osmotic pressure of the salt solution is considered. This might also
lead to further deviations between the model and the simulation data.
However, as already Katchalsky et al . [12] claim, the correction due to this
effect would largely cancel since the salt concentrations inside the gel and
in the reservoir are quite similar. This indeed seems to be the case when
comparing the external pressures from simulation and the model as shown
in fig. 27. The figure shows data for the lowest and highest simulated
external salt concentration, and only the gel with N = 59, similar plots
for all other parameters can be found in the appendix figs. 69. This also
might explain, why the performance of the model becomes worse for in-
creased reservoir salt concentrations, since the value of the excess chemical
potential becomes non-negligible and the absolute difference of the salt
concentration in and outside the gel increases as well.
In summary the modified Katchalsky model works surprisingly well
considering that it was derived for weakly charged polyelectrolytes. It works
best when the polyelectrolyte is indeed only weakly charged (α < 0.5)
and at lower salt concentrations (cbs < 0.1 mol/l). Keeping those limiting
factors in mind, the Katchalsky model seems nonetheless suited to simulate
full desalination experiment, which would be computationally far too
expensive to be performed even with the coarse grained description that
is employed here. For the simulations, the different contributions to the
pressure can be separated quite easily, since the model by Katchalsky is
mainly based on a free energy functional for the electrostatic contribution
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Figure 27: Comparison of the Katchalsky model to the simulation pressure
extensions curves. The dashed lines show the Katchalsky model employing
the Gaussian elasticity, the solid lines use the finitely extensible chains.
this part is shown first. In figs. 28 it is clearly visible that the results
from the Katchalsky model seem to be only weakly dependent from the
external salt concentration, again only data for the lowest and highest
reservoir salt concentrations are shown, data for the other chain lengths
and concentrations can be found in the appendix in figs. 70. Furthermore,
the simulation results and the calculations from the model only coincide
for the two lowest investigated salt concentrations and then only for the
lowest charge fraction α = 1/8. For the two lower salt concentrations
the agreement is at least qualitatively right for charge fractions up to
α = 1/2. In the investigated range the Katchalsky model predicts that the
electrostatic contribution to pressure is strictly negative. For the higher salt
concentrations this is also observed by simulations. But for the lower salt
concentrations the fully charged gel (α = 1) exhibits a positive electrostatic
pressure contribution and approaches zero from the opposite direction
as the theoretical prediction. But still the Katchalsky model remains
qualitatively adequate as long as the charge fraction remains below ≈ 0.5.
In general the Katchalsky model overestimates the electrostatic pressure
contribution.
Apart from the electrostatic pressure contribution there is the ideal gas
contribution, which is also employed in the Katchalsky model, via the
osmotic pressures and hence relies on the accuracy with which the salt
partitioning can be predicted. Apart from the fully charged gels the ideal
(osmotic) contributions to pressure agree very well for the investigated cases.
Figure 29 shows the model predictions and the simulation results for the
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Figure 28: Pressure contribution due to electrostatic interactions in the sim-
ulation for gels with chain length N = 59. The solid lines represent the
electrostatic pressure contribution for the Katchalsky model.
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Figure 29: Ideal gas contribution to the pressure from simulation and the
Katchalsky model for gels with N = 59.
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osmotic pressure difference Posm = 2cgs +αcpol−2cbs for two chosen reservoir
salt concentrations, the full set of parameters can be found in the appendix
figs. 71. The reason for the deviations of this pressure contribution from the
simulation results, in the case of α = 1, can be found in the figures showing
the prediction of the salt partitioning (figs. 18 to 22). There, the deviations
between the simulation and the model increase for α > 0.5. Thus the
prediction of the osmotic pressure deviates. To conclude the comparison
of the Katchalsky model and the simulation results for the strong gels
the residual pressure, i.e. the difference of the total pressure and the two
separable components, the osmotic and the electrostatic contribution, is
shown. In the Katchalsky model this coincides with the network elasticity.
For the simulations simply the difference of the total pressure and the two
other components will be shown, this will still include other short ranged
interactions.
As should be clear, the model only uses the chain length parameter,
hence there is only one curve for the Katchalsky model, in this case show-
ing the more “realistic” finite extensible chains via the inverse Langevin
function (see eqn. 2.93). As observed previously, the deviations between
the simulation and the theory increase with increasing charge fraction. For
the two lower salt concentrations, the simulation data and the theoretical
network response are quite close, as long as α is small, but qualitatively
different. The theoretical curve always decreases for increasing chain ex-
tension. The simulation data shows the opposite behaviour. In the shown
data good agreement is only achieved for α = 0.125 and 0.25 for the two
highest salt concentrations. Again the simulation data for α = 1 is far
away from the theoretical prediction. This is not too surprising, since the
underlying elasticity model considers only almost ideal chains (self avoiding
walk statistics) and finite extensibility, but not the influence of electrostatic
interactions on the elastic behaviour. Unfortunately those interconnections
are impossible to disentangle with the available data. This hints at some
deviation from the Flory-Rehner hypothesis, that were already discussed
on a similar system by Bernward Mann [88]. However, in the end some of
the deviations cancel each other, as seems ubiquitous in Flory like theories,
such that in the total pressure, the agreement is overall quite good for all
investigated parameters, except α ≥ 0.5. Figure 30 shows the contribution
to pressure, that is not due to electrostatics and the “ideal” pressure, shown
is again only the lowest and highest reservoir salt concentration, and the
chain length is limited to N = 59, the whole set can be viewed in the
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Figure 30: Comparison of the residual pressure in the simulations (Ptot −Pel −
Posm) and the network elasticity contribution from the Katchalsky model.
appendix figs. 72. In the analytical model that does correspond to the
elastic contribution. In the simulations, contributions due to short ranged
interactions, the WCA interactions between all particles, are included as
are the FENE bonds. The data in the plots clearly show, that the elastic
model is in poor agreement with the simulations. It rarely coincides with
the data or even predicts the right qualitative behaviour. This is partly due
to the fact, that the simulation data does not represent the chain elasticity,
but rather the difference between the total pressure and the electrostatic
plus the ideal contributions. When looking only at the contributions due
to the FENE bonds (exemplarily shown in fig. 31), the deviations between
the analytical curve and the data would even increase, since looking only
at the contributions of the FENE bonds neglects the effect of the effective
potential between to monomers, which also includes the repulsive WCA
interaction. But even so, the shown residual contribution, that shows the
pressure due to exactly that effective potential, deviates strongly from the
model. There is one more important detail, if the Flory-Rehner hypothesis
holds, then this residual contribution should be independent of the charge
fraction, which is clearly violated in all cases. In conclusion, the investi-
gation of the data hints at the violation of the Flory-Rehner hypothesis.
In terms of the analytical model, one can conclude, that the weakest part
of the Katchalsky model is the network elasticity approximation, even
though exchanging the Gaussian elasticity model for the Langevin based
approximation drastically improved the overall performance and agreement
towards the data.
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Figure 31: Showing the pressure contribution due the FENE bonds, below
the black line, and the residual pressure as in the figs. 30, containing the
nonbonded contributions, above the black line.
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Figure 32: Testing the assumption of affine deformation.
There is another assumption that enters the Katchalsky model, that has
not yet been discussed. The Katchalsky model approximates the gel by
focusing on the properties of single chains. Only their elasticity and elec-
trostatic interactions with mobile ions and itself enter the model. In order
to form a gel from those single chains the gel topology becomes important.
The connection here relies on the assumption of affine deformation, such
that the total gel volume can be connected to the Re of the single chains.
Consequently
AVchain = R
3
e , (4.3)
where A depends only on the network topology, for the diamond like
topology A =
√
27/4 ≈ 1.3. If the chains in the network deform affinely
then the ratio of R3e and the available volume per chain Vchain should be
the constant A. As can be seen in fig. 32, this is not quite the case. The
approximation becomes better the closer the chains are to be fully stretched
but under compression the chains do not deform affinely. As such this
assumption introduces a systematic missmatch between the simulations
and the model.
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Figure 33: Comparing the osmotic Donnan model to the simulation data. The
solid lines indicate the model employing the inverse Langevin function for
the elasticity and dashed lines use ideal Gaussian elasticity as originally
intended (see sec. 2.7).
4.3.4 Justification for the Katchalsky Model
In section 2.7 an even simpler model than the Katchalsky model was
proposed, that was not yet tested against the simulation data. The reason
to discard this model in the published works [31], was because of its inability
to predict the effect of the gels charge fraction on the salt partitioning.
However, it seems worthwhile to compare the two analytical models to
see which impact the specialised assumptions of each model have. There
are again two aspects to compare, one is the salt partitioning, which was
already done in sec. 4.3 in figs. 18 to 22. The osmotic Donnan model
can, by construction, not predict the impact of the charge fraction on this
observable. So the remaining quantity to look at is the pressure extension
curve and the swelling equilibrium. Figs. 33 shows the simulation data again,
this time together with the results from the osmotic Donnan model. Similar
to the case of the Katchalsky model, the introduction of finite extensibility
for the chains improves the predictions, compared to the Gaussian case. This
model tends to overestimate the swelling equilibrium, i.e. the theoretical
predictions tend to be shifted to slightly higher values of Re, except for the
lowest charge fraction and for the higher salt concentrations cbs ≥ 0.1 mol/l.
Overall the model is in qualitative agreement with the simulation data,
shows even semiquantitative agreement for the two lowest charge fractions
α = 0.125 and 0.25. Since there are no corrections for electrostatic effects
the swelling equilibria for the gels with the higher charge fraction are
strongly overestimated. The direct comparison of the two analytical models
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Figure 34: Direct comparison of the osmotic Donnan model and the Katchalsky
model for gel with N = 59 at cbs = 0.1mol/l for various charge fractions.
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Figure 35: Predicted swelling equilibrium by the osmotic Donnan model (solid
lines), the Katchalsky model (dashed lines) and the simulation data.
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is shown in fig. 34. From that comparison one could draw the conclusion,
that the osmotic Donnan model is superior to the more complicated model
based on Katchalskys polyelectrolyte theory. However the comparison is
not fair in the case of the two high charge fractions α = 0.5 and 1.0, since
the model was not intended for highly charged polyelectrolytes. For the two
lower charge fractions, the models work equally well. When comparing the
predicted equilibrium swelling degrees of the two models and the simulation,
one can see that the Katchalsky based model performs better, indicated by
the consistent (slight) overestimation of the equilibrium swelling degree, at
least for the ones with not vanishing salt concentration. Furthermore the
predictions for the equilibrium swelling degree at zero salt concentration
are much better in the Katchalsky model. The simple osmotic Donnan
model always underestimates the equilibrium swelling degree, except for
α = 1.0.
In conclusion using the more complicated modification of the model due
to Katchalsky and Michaeli [12, 31] is justifiable, because it drastically
improves the prediction for the salt partitioning and produces consistent
pressure extension curves, as long as the charge fraction is not too high.
But due to its simplicity, the osmotic Donnan model may still be useful
for rough approximations.
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Figure 36: Bulk modulus for all strong polyelectrolyte gels.
4.3.5 Mechanical Properties of Strong Polyelectrolyte Gels
From the obtained pressure-volume curves of the data on the strong gels
the bulk modulus can be obtained as
κc = − 1
V
∂p
∂V
. (4.4)
Since the equilibrium volume for each data set is evaluated by the boot-
strapping method, the slope at the intersection is determined as by product.
Hence the bootstrapping method supplies the mean bulk modulus as well
as an estimate for the error at the free swelling equilibrium.
In fig. 36 the bulk modulus results are shown for the different values
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Figure 37: Diagonal elements of the stress tensor for uniaxial strain for gels
with N = 59 at cbs = 0.1mol/L and two charge fractions.
of the outer salt concentration. In general the bulk modulus increases for
increasing salt concentrations, at the same time the equilibrium swelling
degree decreases. In every set the gel with N = 39 shows the highest bulk
modulus.
Increasing the charge fraction α counter intuitively decreases the values
for the bulk moduli, at least for all systems with cbs < 0.1 mol/l. The reason
for this is the increased equilibrium swelling state that gels reach upon
increasing α. The data also confirms that gels with lower crosslinking
density become softer [133–135]. This does not necessarily mean that gels
reach a higher swelling state, as can be seen in the data for the gels with
cbs > 0.05 mol/l, where the equilibrium swelling states for gels with N = 39
and 59 yield comparable equilibrium swelling states, compared to their
uncharged reference gel swelling state R0.
Since the gels are symmetric, with respect to any exchange of the cardinal
axis, they are isotropic, hence only two elastic constants are independent.
The bulk modulus for the various parameters was discussed before, so
one other elastic modulus needs to be determined. As indicated in the
corresponding theory section 2.2, the M -modulus was chosen as second
independent elastic constant, since this one can be measured by uniaxial
straining of the system. As it turned out, this is not the way to obtain
reasonable results. The problem should become clear when looking at the
diagonal elements of the stress tensor for small uniaxial deformations in
fig. 37. In theory for no applied strain (relative extension equal to 1), all
diagonal elements of the stress tensor should be equal. They are indeed
equal within the, considerably large, errorbars. This problem is enhanced
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Figure 38: The M modulus for different gels at cbs = 0.1mol/L shown left. To
the right the shear modulus G.
when computing the M -modulus, which depends on the derivative of the
stress tensor components with respect to strain. For completeness’s sake
the computed M modules are shown in fig. 38. The different Symbols,
open and closed, differentiate between different approximations to the
derivative, using either a symmetric finite difference scheme open sym-
bols (f ′(x) ≈ (f(x+ h)− f(x− h)) /2h) or the nonsymmetric case filled
symbols (f ′(x) ≈ (f(x+ h)− f(x)) /h). For well mannered data, both
approximations to the derivative should yield the same result. This is
obviously not the case. This problem could be easily anticipated by looking
at the behaviour of the stress tensor components, the mean values could
not be determined with enough precision. The underlying problem is easily
identified after the “experiment”. To obtain statistically more precise data,
it would have been advantageous to perform the simulation the other way
around, by imposing stress on the system, i.e. fixing diagonal components
of the stress tensor by means of an (N, p, T ) simulation, and measure the
strain as a result of the imposed stress. This was already suggested in
literature [136]. However, a simulation of that kind was at the time not
possible and some features to allow simulations like this are still missing
in the used simulation package. In principle it should have been possible
to get a high enough precision by sampling sufficiently long, but even after
millions of (statistically independent) samples, the noise in the stress tensor
components remained. There is one further reason, that makes the use of
a barostat rather complicated in the context of the presented simulations.
The semi grand canonical ensemble simulations that were performed always
allowed for particle exchange. This combines very poorly with fluctuating
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Figure 39: Simulation snapshots of gels with strand length N = 59 with one
dangling end and four dangling ends, respectively. Salt ions are present in
the simulation box but were omitted for clarity.
volumes. In conclusion I did not succeed in determining two independent
elastic moduli, only the data for the bulk modulus is reliable.
The data on the bulk modulus confirms the experimental observation of
an increased bulk modulus, or gel strength, for increased crosslinker density,
i.e. gels with shorter chains. When comparing the bulk modulus at the
swelling equilibrium, then gels with higher charge fraction are softer. That
is mostly due to the higher attained equilibrium swelling degree. This is
also the reason why gels at higher reservoir salt concentration are slightly
stiffer, their equilibrium swelling degree is decreased to slightly smaller
values.
4.4 Gels with Different Topologies
4.4.1 Dangling Ends
Since gels forming perfect defect free topologies are an exception, some
modifications on the perfect diamond like structure are investigated. The
variations that can be applied to the simulation are rather limited, because
the unit cell only contains 16 polymer chains. Using multiple unit cells
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Figure 40: Salt partitioning of the gels containing dangling ends.
would largely increase the room for variation, but considering the increase
in particle number, especially when dealing with gels in contact with salt so-
lutions, this becomes unfeasible rather quickly. Therefore the investigation
is limited to introducing some dangling ends by cutting bonds directly at
the tetrafunctional nodes. The introduced cuts are distributed such that no
chains are completely removed from the network and the network remains
intact as a whole. The dangling ends are introduced in a gel with N = 59
and charge fraction α = 1.0. The gels were simulated in contact with a salt
reservoir at cbs = 0.1 mol/l. The salt partitioning is not noticeably affected
by introducing the dangling ends, as shown in fig. 40. All data lines collapse
onto a single line together with the ideal reference network. However the
dangling ends do alter the pressure extension relation as shown in fig. 41.
Increasing the number of dangling ends, shifts the swelling equilibrium to
slightly larger values. Under compression (Pext > 0) the gels all show the
same slope, i.e. this part of the curve is just shifted, but under tension
the gels with more dangling ends have a smaller slope, are indeed “softer”
than the ones with less topological defects.
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Figure 41: Pressure extension relation for gels with various number of dangling
ends.
4.4.2 Mechanical Properties of Strong Polyelectrolyte Gels
with Dangling Ends
When investigating the bulk moduli for gels that contain dangling ends,
the usual measure for the equilibrium swelling degree as Q = (Re/R0)3
used so far becomes inadequate, because the chains with free ends tend to
have smaller end-to-end distances as in the perfect diamond like network.
Furthermore the obtained mean Re for the chains contains “bound” and
“unbound” chains. Thus the equilibrium swelling volume is used in the
plot showing the bulk moduli for the gels with dangling ends (fig. 42). Not
surprisingly, the bulk modulus decreases by introducing more dangling
ends, at the same time their equilibrium swelling state moves to larger
volumes. As a consequence, the more swollen gels are more dilute and
can absorb more salt from the reservoir, i.e. lose in terms of their salt
rejection property (shown as filled blue symbols in fig. 42). Whether that
would largely influence their overall performance as desalination agent in
terms of energy needed to desalinate a given amount of water, can not be
said with certainty. But those two effects work in opposite directions. The
proposed desalination model, unfortunately, can not be used to describe
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Figure 42: Equilibrium swelling versus Bulk modulus of strong PE gels with
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Figure 43: Simulation snapshot of a star (four arms) embedded inside a hydrogel.
imperfections in the gel system.
4.4.3 Star Embedded in Gel
Another quite simple variation is embedding star shaped polymers inside
the hydrogel matrix. The idea behind this is to improve the desalination
capacity of a gel without affecting the gel strength. Looking again at the
salt partitioning as a function of the concentration of fixed charges inside
the network in fig. 44, which includes the charges on the star polymers as
well, shows again no deviation from the ideal network. When looking at
the pressure extension curve, obtained for the embedded stars, one can
observe that the equilibrium swelling is shifted to larger swelling degrees,
when the number of arms on the star is increased. However with increasing
the number of arms from two to four leads to a steeper increase of the
pressure when compressing the system, making it in fact stiffer. This can
be also seen in fig. 46, where the bulk modulus for the gels with stars is
shown at the equilibrium swelling. Even though the equilibrium swelling
is moved towards a higher swelling degree for increasing the number of
arms, the bulk modulus increases. In this case the increase in the elastic
modulus is due to the increased osmotic pressure due to the increased
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Figure 44: Salt partitioning for the gels systems with embedded “star” polymer.
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Figure 46: Bulk modulus of the gels with embedded stars versus the equilibrium
swelling volume, compared to the ideal gel with no star.
number of counterions and thus not caused by the network elasticity. But
contrary to the introduction of dangling ends, the salt rejection remains the
same, when adding a star polymer to the gel. But since the pressure versus
volume curves always get steeper with higher compression, the increased
value of the bulk modulus at swelling equilibrium would lead to higher
energy cost compressing those gels containing stars with increasing number
of arms. In conclusion introducing star like polyelectrolytes inside the gel
seems to affect the mechanical properties negatively, i.e. leading to worse
performance as desalination agents.
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Figure 47: Change of the outer salt concentration during one compression cycle
for chains of length N=100.
4.5 Desalination Cycle
After the comparison of the model by Katchalsky to a pristine coarse
grained hydrogel simulation the range of applicability can be roughly
estimated. The charge fraction α should not exceed 0.5. Since there are
already noticeable deviations between the theory and the simulation. The
data shown in the following will be limited to α < 0.45. The first two
quantities of interest are the change of salt concentration in the expelled
water and inside the gel during one compression cycle. Figure 47 shows how
the salt concentration in the expelled water changes upon compression,
the gels are completely swollen at low values of Vout/Vgel. For the chosen
starting concentration of 0.6 mol/l the initial cycle is not very efficient, i.e.
the achievable difference in salt concentration in the expelled water is quite
small, below 1.5%. However inside the gel the salt concentration varies
substantially as can be seen in fig. 48. Already at this stage some problems
of the model become visible, the results for charge fraction α = 0.3 do
crossover between the results of the two lower shown charge fractions
of α = 0.2 and 0.1. Here the model seems to be performing worse when
compared to the quite good agreement for predicting the swelling equilibria
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Figure 48: Behaviour of the salt concentration inside the gel domain over one
compression cycle.
(e.g. fig. 27, or fig. 26), where the deviations become apparent for α = 0.5.
Having a look at the development of the salt concentration of the expelled
water in fig. 51 over the full desalination range, i.e. going from 0.6 mol/l
down to 0.001 mol/l, one can see that the performance becomes increasingly
better with decreasing salt concentration. This is in no way surprising and
can be already inferred by the Donnan theory [11]. There is still a very
interesting feature to witness. The gel system with the largest N = 300
performs counter intuitively. The stronger those gels are charged, the
less efficient they desalinate, i.e. need more cycles to reach the given salt
concentration difference. The gels with the lower N , higher crosslinking
density, show a different order. For N = 100 the intermediate charge
fraction 0.2 performs best and the highest shown charge fraction the
worst. This is completely different from the gel with N = 20 where the
performance becomes better with increasing charge fraction α. To explain
this somewhat odd behaviour, one has to consider, that the gels with high
N , become very diluted when they swell and therefore take up a fair amount
of salt, even more so when the charge fraction is high, further enhancing
dilution. At some point the concentration difference between the in- and
outside become negligibly small and their performance as desalination
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Figure 49: Ratio of counterions (αcp) versus salt ions that entered the gel phase
from the reservoir solution cgs in swelling equilibrium with a reservoir at cbs .
agent drops considerably. This becomes intuitively clear since neutral gels
can not be used for desalination at all. To further illuminate this aspect
the internal composition of ions, counterions versus ions from the exterior
bulk solution is shown in fig. 49. The ratio of counterions to ions from the
bulk solution strongly decreases as N increases. Furthermore, for small
values of N this ratio increases, making the counterions more relevant
for the internal ionic strength. This behaviour persists for all values of
the bulk salt concentration. For higher values of N , especially N = 333,
this becomes reversed as the salt concentration decreases. At some value
of cbs the gel with the lowest degree of charging has the highest ratio of
counterions to external salt ions (cbs ≈ 0.1 mol/l). This means increasing
α for gels with high N does not enhance the salt partitioning, but rather
decreases the concentration difference between the external solution and
the gel interior. Further support for this claim, that gels with high N
become less effective as desalination agents can be found in the attained
equilibrium swelling degree, shown in fig. 50. Gels with high N react with
much larger changes of the equilibrium swelling degree as cbs and α are
varied.
More important than the number of cycles that are needed to be per-
formed consecutively is the amount of energy that is needed to achieve a
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Figure 50: Equilibrium swelling degree Q for different microscopic gel parame-
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certain salt concentration difference. This is shown in fig. 52, here the cu-
mulative work per extracted cubic meter of water is plotted against the salt
concentration of the expelled water. It is clearly visible that the energy cost
in the beginning, when dealing with high salt concentration cs > 0.1 mol/l,
is very high. For lower salt concentrations the energy cost then becomes
very favourable, i.e. only a little more energy is needed to decrease the
salt concentration below 0.001 mol/l. Considering the performance of the
gels with respect to their composition, gels with high crosslinking degree
need the least amount of energy to desalinate and the gels with α = 0.1
and 0.2 perform equally well. The gels with the intermediate crosslinking
degree show the least energy consumption for the highest charge fraction
of 0.3 and need more energy when α is decreased. The same is true for
the gel with N = 20, which in general consumes the most energy, except
for the case α = 0.3 which lies in between the gels with N = 100. Gels
that were compressed up to higher pressures show the same qualitative
behaviour (see appendix figs. 76). Considering the data shown in fig. 52,
the optimal candidates are either weakly charged gels with a intermediate
to low degree of crosslinking or gels with a high degree of crosslinking but
high degree of charging.
In order to confirm this proposal, the total energy cost for reducing
the salt concentration from 0.6 mol/l below 0.001 mol/l is shown for all
investigated gel parameters and the different maximum pressures in fig. 53.
For the gel with the shortest chains higher charge fractions are preferable
and yield reduced total energy costs. Compared to the gels with larger
chains, the energy costs for N = 20 are the highest and generally decrease
with increasing chain lengths. For the gels with N = 100 and N = 333 the
energy cost initially decreases when increasing the charge fraction. But at
a charging degree of around α ≈ 0.2 this is reversed and the energy cost
starts increasing slightly. This is true for all shown data sets independent of
the maximal applied final pressure. Increasing this pressure leads to only a
slight increase of the total energy cost. For low values of the charge degree
there is a visible difference in performance for the gels with intermediate
and low crosslinking degree, which vanishes as α increases above ≈ 0.2.
This mostly confirms the conclusion drawn from the data in fig. 52, that
the most energetically efficient parameters for the gel are either low up to
intermediate crosslinking degrees with an intermediate degree of charging.
If additionally the number of performed cycles should be minimised, then
gels with intermediate crosslinking degree are optimal.
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Figure 53: Total energy cost for all investigated parameters.
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4.6 Summary
This chapter presented the core work on the matter of macroscopic strong
polyelectrolyte hydrogels in contact with aqueous salt solutions. First the
foundation for the semi-grand-canonical simulation framework, necessary
for this situation, is lied out. Specifically, the chemical potential and the
osmotic pressure of a simple coarse-grained salt solution are determined
via MD simulations over a broad range of salt concentrations. With this
data, the grand-canonical ensemble simulation technique was verified.
In the following section 4.2. simple scaling relations were found for the
end-to-end distance of the polyelectrolyte strands inside the gel, which
hints at the applicability of rather simple mean-field like theories, whose
main purpose is to capture the observed universal behaviour. In particular,
the common self-avoiding walk scaling 〈|Re|〉 ∝ Nν was observed.
After this, the actual results of the simulations on hydrogels immersed in
salt solutions were investigated. There are two fundamental aspects, firstly
the partitioning of salt between the reservoir and the interior of the gel,
and secondly the equilibrium swelling. Focusing on the salt partitioning,
it was found that the simple Donnan theory, which is widely applied
to such and similar systems, fails qualitatively. It can not predict the
observed dependence of the salt partitioning on the charge fraction α of
the gels. Since this aspect is fundamental, a more involved theory was
tested. The polyelectrolyte theory due to Katchalsky and others was found
to be suitable. Indeed, the original version of this model already correctly
predicts the dependence on α of the salt partitioning. In hindsight, it
is in no way surprising that the Donnan theory was too crude, since it
is a model derived from the ideal gas. The model by Katchalsky and
others, on the other hand, is based on the linearised Poisson-Boltzmann
equation, and hence incorporates one of the leading physical effects affecting
the salt partionining: electrostatic interactions, and to some degree the
inhomogeneity that is inherent in polymer-like materials2.
After the identification of a model suitable to predict the salt partitioning,
it was also applied to calculate the equilibrium swelling degree, i.e. a
swelling state the gel would adopt when no external forces act on it. We
applied the model due to Katchalsky et al . also to this problem and found
that it performs, in its original form, better than a simple model derived
2The formation of chains, the spatial correlation of the polymer forming monomers,
etc.
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from the Donnan theory. However, the original form of the Katchalsky
model relies on the assumption of Gaussian polymer elasticity, which
lead to unphysical overstretching3. We corrected this by employing an
elasticity model based on the inverse Langevin function, which diverges at
full chain extension, thus leading to finite extensibility. When compared
to the simulation data this improved model agrees very well as long as the
charge fraction on the chains was not too high (α < 0.5). The failure of this
model for higher charge fractions follows simply from the fact that it was
intended to describe gels that consist of weakly charged polyelectrolytes,
hence is an inherent limitation of this model.
Finally, after having established the applicable range of this improved
model, it was used to conduct a complete desalination experiment. This
was accomplished by letting a gel swell in a solution of high salinity,
then compressing the gel to retrieve the solution that penetrated the gel,
which has a lower salt concentration than the solution it swelled in, and
collect it. The gel is then swollen in the retrieved solution of lower salinity.
By successively repeating this process arbitrary small salt concentrations
can be achieved. We used the modified Katchalsky model to find gel
parameters, charge fraction, crosslinking density, to minimise the energy
cost of the whole process. Initially the energy cost always decreases when
increasing the charge fraction α. But then, depending on the crosslinking
density, increasing the charge fraction further can lower the overall energy
cost, or increase it. The first case occurs for gels with a high crosslinking
density, here salt partitioning and the equilibrium swelling degree are
affected positively. The salt concentration difference between the gel and
the outside increases and at the same time the equilibrium swelling degree
is moved to larger values. In contrast, gels with a low crosslinking degree
perform worse when the charge fraction grows beyond some threshold, the
gels become overly dilute and the salt concentration difference between
the gel and the outside becomes very small. Thus they become rather
inefficient as desalination agents.
3Stretching of chains beyond their contour-length Rmax.
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5 Weak Polyelectrolytes and
weak Polyelectrolyte Gels
Necessity relieves us from
the embarrassment of
choice.
(Marquis de Vauvenargues)
5.1 Testing the Reaction Ensemble
In this thesis several implementations of the reaction ensemble method
were realised. This might seem confusing, but they differ substantially in
one very important detail. The algorithm essentially does not know how
the pH is simulated in the system. Thus there are two different ways to
handle the pH. The simplest way is to regard the prevalent pH only as
bias towards the association/dissociation reaction and hence disregard
the actual protons (and strong acid byproduct) due to the solution that
controls the pH [127]. The other approach explicitly simulates the entities
that control the pH. There are yet again two different approaches to this.
When approaching this topic with the simulation of weak polyelectrolyte
hydrogels in mind, then a grand canonical representation of the pH bath
seems appropriate. Otherwise just fixing the concentration of some strong
acid inside the simulation volume may suffice. But in any case, now the
protons, responsible for the pH, are simulated explicitly. All of those
approaches were tested in the end. This section starts with disregarding
the protons. Thus for a titration experiment the value of the dissociation
constant is sweeped over some range rather than changing/controlling the
pH of the solution.
Since the reaction ensemble algorithm is quite similar in spirit to the
grand canonical one, it was subject to similar tests. Several tests were
performed, the most basic one considered a simple monoprotonic acid,
where the individual particles behaved just like an ideal gas. In this case
the ideal titration curve should be obtained. This is exactly what is shown
in fig 54. The results from the simulation fall directly on top of the ideal
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Figure 54: Dissociation degree α for a monomeric acid at two different concen-
trations.
titration curve as it should be. There are only minor deviations for very low
dissociation degree. This is because there the statistics become worse, apart
from that, the agreement is very good overall. As soon as interactions
between the monomeric acid are activated, like excluded volume and
electrostatic interactions, deviations from the ideal titration curve are to be
expected. Here the ideal titration curve remains valid for a large part of the
sampled difference of pH and pK. When the dissociation degree gets small,
deviations become visible. The deviations from the ideal titration increase
with decreasing density of the acid. In this direction the electrostatic
screening through mobile charges decreases as well, hence their influence
grows stronger. This is also amplified by the decreasing dissociation degree,
so that less and less mobile charges screen the electrostatic interaction,
thus the deviations increase in this direction.
Another simple test case presents itself as a weak polymeric acid. Here
deviations from the ideal titration curve are to be expected since the
spatial correlation arising from polymerisation will heavily influence the
dissociation reactions. Nonetheless there are theoretical predictions about
the distribution of dissociation degrees along the backbone of a weak poly
acid due to Castelnovo et al . [137]. His theory includes one adjustable
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Figure 55: Dissociation degree α for a monomeric acid at different concentrations
with active interactions.
parameter that was used to fit the prediction to the results obtained from
a computer simulation. Following his derivation the dissociation degree
along the backbone should have the form
α(x)
〈α〉 = 1−
AλB〈α〉
b2
(
ln
[
1−
(
2x
N
)2]
+ 2(1− ln 2)
)
, (5.1)
where A denotes the one adjustable parameter and x is the distance from
the centre of the chain in terms of the monomer index, hence the polymer
length enters as the polymerisation degree N . The agreement to the theory
as shown in fig. 56 is fair, considering that it was derived by scaling
arguments and the well known blob picture [80, 87, 137]. As expected the
ends of the polyacid show a slightly elevated dissociation degree due to
less electrostatic repulsion from neighbouring monomers as compared to
the centre of the chain. Examining the titration behaviour of the poly acid
one finds, that it strongly deviates from the ideal one, which is expected.
Secondly the deviation also increase with decreasing density, which means
again less screening of electrostatic interactions.
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Figure 56: Average dissociation degree along the backbone of a polymeric acid
with varying acid constants together with a fit to the theory by Castelnovo
et al .
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Figure 57: Titration curves for weak poly acids at different concentrations.
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Figure 58: Titration experiment with explicit pH for a monomeric acid system
with acid constant K = 10−5.
5.2 Explicit pH
Until now the reactive systems did not explicitly consider the pH, but rather
the difference of prevalent pH and the dissociation constant K. This is an
approximate treatment, that yields fair results as long as the overall ionic
strength is not dominated by the strong acid/base that fixes the pH value.
There is an additional drawback, within this model approximation the pH
is ill defined, i.e. can not be measured. For this reason the simple titration
experiment with a dilute monoprotonic weak acid, K = 10−5, is repeated,
this time keeping the dissociation constant constant and sweeping the pH.
First the idealised model without interactions (no excluded volume, no
electrostatic interactions) is investigated. The results are shown in fig. 58 as
red squares. They lie directly on top of the theoretical ideal titration curve,
as expected. This at least confirms that the algorithm produces the correct
mean dissociation degree α for the case of no further interactions besides
the association/dissociation reactions. The next more interesting case
includes excluded volume and coulomb interactions. This is shown as green
circles in fig. 58, this time there are some slight variations, but because
the system is quite dilute, no large deviations from the ideal titration are
visible. The last case considers a more artificial system, where the volume
with the monoprotonic acid is in contact with an infinite reservoir at a
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Figure 59: Total pressure for two weak polyelectrolyte gels in contact with a
reservoir at cbs = 10−3 mol/l and pH values of 3 and 6, respectively.
constant pH, which is varied for the different simulations. That means in
this case the pH inside the weak acid system and the outer reservoir are
different. The results in fig. 58 for this case plot the dissociation degree α
against pK minus the local pH, i.e. the pH due to the protons inside the
weak acid simulation. This is shown as blue triangles in fig. 58, they also
lie on top of the ideal titration curve.
In conclusion, the simulations with explicit pH can successfully repro-
duce the titration experiment on a simple weak monoprotonic acid. This
proves that the algorithm is suitable to investigate more complex systems,
especially a gel consisting of a weak poly-acid. In this case it is advanta-
geous to treat the reservoir in fact as infinite. The reasoning behind this, is
that the simulations consider a “bulk” gel that is in contact with an exter-
nal reservoir at some given salt concentration and pH. The experimental
representation of this would be a macroscopic gel in a very large beaker
of aqueous solution at some salt concentration and pH. In that case the
pH and the salt concentration inside the gel would be different from the
reservoir values.
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Figure 60: Mean dissociation degree of the weak polyelectrolyte for two different
values of pH.
5.3 Simulation of a Weak Polyelectrolyte Gel
In order to demonstrate the combination of the reaction ensemble method
with the gel simulations, pressure extension curves for two gels at different
values of pH were measured. The results of those simulations are shown in
fig. 59. As can be seen, changing the pH can have a tremendous influence on
the swelling behaviour. The gel at pH = 3 is far more compressed than at
pH = 6, which is partly due to the increased ionic strength of the reservoir
(an overall increased concentration of charged species, including salt ions
as well as protons). But also due to the different degree of charging, shown
in fig. 60. The gel at the higher pH shows a significant higher mean degree
of charging 〈α〉, which translates to a higher internal osmotic pressure
due to counterions, protons in this case. It furthermore shows how the
mean dissociation degree depends on the swelling degree. As the chains
expand the dissociation degree increases slightly. Finally the concentration
of salt and protons inside the gel is shown in fig. 61. For comparison
the behaviour of a strong gel is included for the salt concentration (left
side of fig. 61). As the gel expands, i.e. its concentration decreases, the
concentration of salt inside the gel domain increases, similar to the strong
gel. In the case of the weak gel simulation the term salt concentration can
become ambiguous, does it mean concentration of sodium ions, chloride
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Figure 61: Internal salt concentration in the weak polyelectrolyte gel, left, and
internal pH, right.
ions or the concentration of sodium and chloride ion pairs. The data shown
in the plot identifies the concentration of sodium and chloride ion pairs
as salt concentration, which coincides with the concentration of chloride
ions. The pH inside the gel, behaves similar as the salt concentration
and becomes closer to the value of the external reservoir as the system is
diluted. Contrary to the salt concentration the internal pHg has values
below the reservoir pHg, which translates to a higher concentration of
protons inside the gel, which is not surprising since, the gel consists of
acidic groups, which release protons. To clarify this issue fig. 62 shows the
gel composition in terms of mobile ions species at different swelling degrees.
The salt concentration, denoted by the concentration of chloride ions rises
with increasing expansions, as is the case in the strong gels. Also similar to
the strong gels, those gels with higher charge fraction, have a lower internal
salt concentration. In the case of the weak gels, this is controlled through
the pH of the reservoir. The concentration of the other ions, sodium and
hydrogen, decreases with expansion. It is noteworthy, that the concentration
of sodium is always much larger than the concentration of chloride and
protons. Which hints at some exchange of protons for sodium ions in the
system, that is pronounced in the example system with pH= 6 (green
data points in fig. 62). That can be understood in terms of the different
concentrations in the bulk and the fact, that the bulk solution is infinite.
Whenever an acid group of the gel dissociates a proton is released, which
increases the proton concentration inside the gel. Since the concentration
of protons in the bulk is very low, especially in the case of pHb = 6, the
chance of removing excess protons is very high. At the same time the
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Figure 62: Concentrations of the various mobile ions inside the gel for different
swelling states.
probability of adding a sodium ion, by inserting NaCl, is comparably high.
Hence in equilibrium, many of the protons become exchanged by sodium,
which explains their comparably large concentration inside the gel, which
can be higher than the bulk concentration of sodium. Finally the Debye
length inside the gel can be calculated, which is shown in fig. 63. This
has the very interesting result, that the gel in contact with the reservoir
at pH=6, has a much lower screening length than the other one, despite
the fact, that the concentration of mobile ions (protons included) is much
higher at pH=3. Which means that a large contribution to the screening
comes from the released, and potentially exchanged, protons. It increases
slightly when expanding the gel, which means the gels under tension have
less screened electrostatic interaction, i.e. electrostatic interactions become
more important as the gel is diluted. In conclusion the reaction ensemble
method is able to simulate gels in contact with reservoirs at a given salt
concentration and pH. The shown samples are towards the acidic branch in
terms of pH, since this allows to investigate acidic gels. In the basic branch
of pH, there are some problems to be expected. This is because having an
infinite reservoir that contains for example NaOH would lead to a complete
exchange of protons, released from the acidic gel, for sodium at any bulk
concentration of NaOH. Which in turn would lead to fully dissociated gels,
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Figure 63: The Debye screening length inside the weak polyelectrolyte gel in
dependence of the swelling state for pH=3 and 6.
no matter what the pH > 7 of the bulk reservoir might be. This is an
inherent problem of the method. To understand this more clearly one has
to consider, that, because the water autoprotolysis is so strongly biased
against the existence of high concentrations of OH and H, that whenever
there is a hydronium proton pair, it will react to water immediately. So
starting from a completely undissociated gel, there is a finite probability
that a group dissociates. There is also a finite probability that a sodium
hydronium pair is inserted, since there is a finite concentration in the
reservoir. After at least both reactions happened successfully at least one
time, a dissociated acid group, a sodium and a hydronium proton pair
are present. This will lead with a very large probability to a reaction
that removes the hydronium and the proton (having it reacting back to
water). This leaves the system with a dissociated acid group and a sodium
ion. Those, however, cannot react to a salt, which also fits well to the
experimental observation of high dissociation found in most salts. Now
there is again a finite probability of a successful dissociation reaction
together with a finite probability of having a successful insertion of NaOH.
So the same reaction would happen again, leaving the system now with
two sodium ions and two dissociated acid groups. There is in principle also
a finite probability of adding a hydronium proton pair, but this probability
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is very low, in fact it is so small, that on average, far less than one such pair
is to be found in a usual simulation volume. That means the system cannot
go back to undissociated states, breaking the detailed balance, necessary
for the MC method. This symmetry break is somewhat special, since in
theory the system can go back, but numerically this is not possible. In
the end all acid groups will dissociate, the reservoir can take up all the
protons and in turn deliver sodium to keep the system neutral. So this
method is to be used with care, whenever combinations of acid and base
are concerned.
5.4 Summary
This chapter presented and compared different methods for the simulation
of systems that contain dissociable acid or base groups. The method
that was applied in the end is based on the Reaction ensemble method
introduced by Smith et al . [57]. It is far more general, but in this thesis
it was restricted to be applied to acid-base equilibria only. Similar to the
grand-canonical MD scheme, the Reaction ensemble method was tested
against a well known physical problem. In this case the titration of a
simple monomeric monoprotonic acid. The test was successful and more
complicated systems were investigated. The next step was to investigate the
behaviour of weak polyelectrolyte solutions. Here the average dissociation
degree along the polyelectrolyte is of great interest. The results obtained
in the simulation confirm the proposed theory by Castelnovo et al . [137].
The ends of the polyelectrolytes are on average charged more strongly,
simply because less neighbouring dissociable groups are present.
Last but not least, the reaction ensemble method was also applied to
the simulation of polyelectrolyte gels. This technique allows to study the
effect of pH on swelling equilibria. Furthermore, many hydrogels do consist
of titrable, i.e. pH dependent groups. So it makes sense to investigate
this effect. In the simulations, performed on the weak polyelectrolyte
gel, the coupling to the infinitely large reservoir is provided by the same
mechanisnm that was employed for the grand-canonical coupling for the
simulations of strong polyelectrolyte hydrogels. But this technique is now
applied for salt ions and a strong acid. However, the weak polyelectrolytes
show a striking qualitative difference. The average degree of charging
does not only depend on the pH of the external reservoir, but also on the
particular swelling state. Compressing the gels lead to a reduction in the
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average degree of charging, which was accompanied by a decrease of the
internal pH1.
Including a strong acid in the reservoir leads to a more complicated
partitioning behaviour of mobile ions. It is now possible that protons,
which dissociated from a weak polyelectrolyte group, become exchanged
for positive ions from the reservoir. This effect, unfortunately, limits the
applicability of this method to acidic gels in an acidic environment, or
basic gels in a basic environment, respectively. At least in the case where
an infinite reservoir is coupled to the weak gel system.
1The pH determined by the concentration of protons inside the gel.
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Faith: not wanting to know
what is true.
(Friedrich Nietzsche)
Strong Polyelectrolyte Gels
In this work simulations of coarse-grained hydrogels under various condi-
tions and a broad range of parameters were performed. A main subject
was the partitioning of a simple monovalent coarse-grained salt between
a reservoir and the hydrogel. This investigation was based on an imple-
mentation of a grand-canonical ensemble simulation. A main result is that
the salt partitioning shows features that are not captured by the simple
Donnan theory [11, 31], and deviations systematically increase with the
linear charge fraction α of the gel. Observing deviations from a theory
based on the ideal gas approximation and a system with excluded volume
and Coulomb interactions is not too surprising. When one plots the internal
salt concentration versus the concentration of charges on the network αcp,
the deviation of the salt partitioning were independent of the chain length.
In this sense the Donnan theory is qualitatively right, αcp is a fundamental
parameter responsible for the salt partitioning. But it does not capture the
dependence on α correctly, however, the independence of the crosslinking
density or chain length is already inherent. In order to develop a model
suitable for predicting the swelling equilibrium, a more accurate prediction
for the salt partitioning was necessary, since the concentration of mobile
ions will significantly contribute to the mechanical swelling equilibrium due
to their osmotic pressure. Because the systems under investigation were
quite dilute in terms of concentrations, the origin of the observed deviation
between the simulation results and the Donnan theory is unlikely to be
because of excluded volume effects but rather of electrostatic origin. For
this reason the model due to Katchalsky [12] was chosen as an extension,
because it especially considers electrostatic effects around weakly charged
polyelectrolytes at the level of the linearised Poisson-Boltzmann equation.
Calculations based on their model showed the correct dependence of α
on the salt partitioning. Including this correction into the model results
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in improved predictions for the mechanical equilibrium as well, since the
osmotic pressure difference between the salt reservoir and the gel is cap-
tured quite accurately (see figs. 18–22 and figs. 29). The model due to
Katchalsky also improves on the prediction of the swelling equilibrium
by yielding corrections to the pressure inside the gel due to electrostatic
interactions, which are at least qualitatively correct as long as the linear
charge fraction is sufficiently small (α < 0.5, see figs. 28). Following the
Flory-Rehner approach, by assuming additivity in the free energies, the
model still neglects the network elasticity. Here we extended the original
model by replacing the Gaussian network elasticity by a more accurate
approximation, that accounts for the finite extensibility of the polymer
chains based on the inverse Langevin function [31]. A close examination of
the pressure calculated by this approximation and the simulation data, i.e.
the contributions to pressure that are not osmotic or due to electrostatic
interactions, show that the model still lacks some contributions to the pres-
sure, or equivalently to the free energy. However, the applied model based
on the inverse Langevin function, is not too far away from the residual
pressures in the simulation and, more importantly, looking at the total
pressure data, the overall agreement is surprisingly good (see figs. 27), as
long as the linear charge fraction is not too high. In terms of the predicted
equilibrium swelling, the modified Katchalsky model works also quite well
and the implementation of the Langevin elasticity model substantially
improves the original model, involving the stretching of Gaussian polymer
chains.
Desalination using Hydrogels
After the verification of this simple model against the simulation data
and determining the range of applicability, it was used to calculate the
energy cost of using hydrogels as desalination agent. With this model it was
possible to determine favourable microscopic gel parameters that minimise
the energy cost for desalination. It was found that there are two opposing
effects that affect the efficiency. On the one hand, having a low degree of
crosslinking yields a high degree of swelling and thus quite soft gels, which
are easy to compress. But this leads at the same time to unfavourable
salt partitioning, i.e. high salt concentrations inside the gel. On the other
hand, having a high degree of crosslinking yields lower equilibrium swelling
degrees and thus gels that are harder to compress, but which reject the
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salt more efficiently. This manifests itself in the number of compression
cycles that are necessary to achieve a given salt concentration difference
and the amount of energy that is necessary to complete the desalination
process. It furthermore affects the way the charge fraction of the gel α
changes the efficiency of the whole process. For high degrees of crosslinking,
increasing the charge fraction improved the performance in two aspects.
First the gels swell slightly more, making the gels a bit softer, i.e. easier to
compress and secondly the salt rejection improves, i.e. the concentration
difference between in and outside the gel increases. At the other extreme
of rather low degrees of crosslinking, increasing the charge fraction has
the opposite effect. It negatively affects the salt partitioning and increases
the total energy cost. Another result that can be drawn from this model
is that the energy cost increases almost linearly with the achieved salt
concentration difference, so a large part of the energy costs is spent working
against the osmotic pressure. This means that this desalination scheme
is quite close to the ideal minimal energy that can be reached. When
implementing this scheme in practice, the number of compression cycles
required would be another minimisation constraint, since the ideal model
completely disregards frictional losses, which are expected to be at least
linear in the number of performed cycles.
Network Imperfections
There are still aspects that are too complicated to be assessed by the
simple model. Notably, the effect of network imperfections is quite hard to
be described in an analytical model. It is also quite complicated to assess
in simulations, because of limitations on the system size and simulation
time. However, some qualitative insights could be gained by deliberately
introducing dangling ends to the otherwise perfect network in the simula-
tions of strong polyelectrolyte gels. Of interest are again the performance
in terms of salt partitioning and the stiffness/bulk modulus of the gels. To
this end the number of chains with dangling ends in the simulation was
systematically increased and the equilibrium swelling properties were com-
puted. The conclusions that can be drawn from this experiment are quite
similar to the results of the theoretical desalination cycle. Increasing the
number of dangling ends led to an increased equilibrium swelling degree, i.e.
higher gel dilution. This in turn yield slightly worse performance in terms
of the salt partitioning, but also to a reduced value of the bulk modulus,
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which is favourable in the desalination context. From the simulation data
alone it is not possible to say with certainty whether this is favourable or
unfavourable for the whole desalination process. Another route to improve
the performance of gels as desalination agents was the addition of strong
polyelectrolyte stars inside the gel matrix. This way the gels stiffness due
to the network structure remains unchanged but the amount of charged
material inside could be increased substantially, i.e. the salt partitioning
could be affected positively. As it turned out this is a bit more complicated,
but this time the results are unambiguous, as far as the performance as
desalination agent is concerned. The inclusion of stars led to higher degrees
of swelling, while retaining the same salt partitioning, but for increased
values of the bulk modulus. In conclusion it seems the gels perform better
when no stars are included.
Weak Polyelectrolyte Gels
At last simulations investigating the behaviour of weak polyelectrolyte gels
were performed. Those investigations were more methodological in spirit.
When concerned with the simulation of bulk gel parts, i.e. being interested
in the bulk behaviour of a certain gel and not micro- or nano gel particles,
then a grand canonical ensemble framework is most suitable. For the strong
gels this was important in order to assess the salt partitioning between the
gel and a large reservoir. The same now applies to the weak polyelectrolyte
gels, but now in terms of salt concentration and pH. There are some
different techniques that allow the simulation of acid/base equilibria, but
not all of them are suitable for explicitly relating the conditions of the
reservoir to the found salt concentration and pH inside the gel. The
adopted methods presented in this thesis allow to make that connection
by employing the reaction ensemble method due to Smith and Triska [57]
combined with a grand canonical ensemble simulation for monovalent salt
and a strong acid, which controls the reservoir pH. With this technique it
is possible to simulate a weak (acidic/basic) polyelectrolyte gel in contact
with a reservoir at (almost) arbitrary salt concentration and pH (< 7 for
acidic gels, pH> 7 basic gels). The restriction in terms of pH is due to
numerical issues. It is important to point out that additionally to the
acid/base equilibrium and the exchange of salt and strong acid from the
reservoir, the water auto protolysis reaction has to be included as well.
Another drawback of this technique is that simulations of largely different
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concentrations of salt and strong acid in the reservoir are numerically
problematic. One either has incredibly large particle number in order to
sample both concentrations with reasonable accuracy, or the species with
the lower reservoir concentration will not be sampled at all.
Outlook
Further work on this complex topic of strong and weak polyelectrolyte gels
under external stimuli could be the further extension of the theoretical
models to first extend the range of applicability beyond the Manning
condensation threshold in terms of the charge fraction. Another non-trivial
aspect would be extending the theoretical models to include the acid/base
equilibria of weak polyelectrolytes. First steps toward this goal were already
pursued by Rud et al [138], where a self consistent field method was applied
to describe the swelling behaviour of strong and weak polyelectrolyte gels.
In this regard it would be sensible to extend the simulations on coarse-
grained weak polyelectrolyte gels for a broader parameter range, to test the
validity of this new theory. In the context of model development, a weak
point of the applied model in this thesis is the Flory-Rehner hypothesis [27]
and the mean-field like treatment of the gel elasticity. As was discussed in
this thesis and elsewhere [88], the validity of this hypothesis is questionable
at best. It is still often invoked because it leads to reasonable results,
probably through a fortuitous cancellation of errors, and models that can
be interpreted in physical terms, i.e. capture the important physical effects
qualitatively. A more accurate physically meaningful description without
invoking computationally expensive simulations is desirable. As shown in
this thesis, the applied approximation/model for the network elasticity
fails even for perfect networks. This is one occasion that also hints at
the violation of the Flory-Rehner hypothesis, since the elastic response
in the simulations did depend on the chain length N and the charge
fraction α, which intuitively makes sense, since more charges on a chain
lead to repulsion and thus more inherent stiffness. In scaling theories for
polyelectrolytes this effect is qualitatively captured [87], but those theories
were incompatible with the presented model1.
1In scaling theories prefactors of order unity are not resolved, but when adding up
different contributions to the free energy those prefactors are relevant.
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Published Work
Ultimately the work on this thesis culminated in several publications,
the first two are concerned with developing a coarse-grained MD model
and comparing it to experimental findings and the Donnan theory, and
finally (re-)introducing the model by Katchalsky and others [12] with our
modifications. The publication listed in the third place reviews the state
of the art of simulations on hydrogels in general. The last one employs the
modified Katchalsky theory to model a full desalination experiment using
hydrogels as desalination agent:
• “Seawater Desalination via Hydrogels”, Progress in Colloid and Poly-
mer Science [7]
• “Modeling of Polyelectrolyte Gels in Equilibrium with Salt Solutions”,
Macromolecules [31]
• “Molecular Simulations of Hydrogels”, Progress in Colloid and Poly-
mer Science [62]
• “On the efficiency of a hydrogel-based desalination cycle”, Desalina-
tion [63]
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Figure 64: Scaling of the mean end-to-end distance with the number of
monomers in the polymer chains at swelling equilibrium.
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Re with N for various salt concentrations.
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Figure 66: The Debye screening length λD inside the gel for all strong polyelec-
trolyte simulations
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Figure 67: Ratio of the Debye screening length λD to the end to end distance
Re for all simulations on the strong polylectrolyte gel.
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Figure 68: Simulation results for all investigated strong polyelectrolyre gels
with quadratic fit function to determine the swelling equilibrium.
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Figure 69: Simulation results for all investigated strong polylectrolyte gels
compared to the model developed by Katchalsky [12], dashed lines for the
original assumption of Gaussian elasticity, solid lines show our modified
version employing the inverse Langevin function.
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Figure 70: Coulomb pressure contribution from the simulations and the Katchal-
sky model.
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Figure 71: Ideal pressure contribution from the simulations and the Katchalsky
model.
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Figure 72: Resisudual pressure contribution (Ptot − Pcoul − Pid) from the sim-
ulations and the Katchalsky model (Langevin elasticity).
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Figure 73: Counter- and coion distribution functions.
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Figure 74: Comparison of the osmotic Donnan model to all simulations.
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Figure 75: Salt concentration partitioning in- and outside the gel for a single
compression cycle.
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Figure 76: Cumulative energy cost per cubic meter of water as function of the
achieved outer salt concentration.
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